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Abstract 
This paper presents an integrated view of a wide range of planning systems derived from 
different heoretical foundations. The work is motivated by the need to provide a clear foundation 
from which a systematic study of search and representation issues in planning can be conducted. 
An evolutionary path is identified which shows how the classical (state-based) planning strategy 
can be incrementally refined into strategies capable of generating parallel plans. This is achieved 
by considering a succession of planning strategies having a progressively deeper involvement with 
interval-based representations. Each strategy is defined in terms of a plan representation, truth 
criterion and an example plan generation procedure which maps out a clearly specified search 
graph. The capabilities and limitations of each strategy are compared. This approach enables much 
of the wisdo’m embedded in existing planners based on the specified strategies to be distilled and 
unified. The succession of planning strategies identified in this paper define a framework within 
which fundamental design issues can be considered such as the level of commitment a constraint- 
posting planner should make during its search for a solution. The framework also highlights 
the need for practical planners to prevent synergistic interference between parallel actions in an 
efficient manner. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper defines a framework within which design trade-offs can be explored with 
a view to designing a practical planning system capable of efficiently generating plans 
for parallel action execution. A number of interesting plan representations and search 
control strategies have emerged from the last three decades of planning research, but 
there has been a notable lack of common terminology in the literature. This has made 
it difficult to identify areas of fundamental similarity and difference between alternative 
approaches, which has impeded the transfer of wisdom gained in the development of 
one system to others. 
The framework described in this paper is composed of three related planning strategies 
named A, B and C. The strategies lie on an evolutionary path which shows how the 
classical planning paradigm derived from the situation calculus of McCarthy and Hayes 
1221 can be incrementally refined into interval-based strategies capable of generating 
parallel plans. It is shown how later strategies on this evolutionary path inherit selected 
characteristics from their predecessors, while other characteristics are fundamentally 
changed to enhance capability. 
Strategies A, B and C make increasing use of time intervals to represent and reason 
about plans. The impact of this increasing use of intervals is explored with respect to 
the flexibility and search space of each strategy. It should be emphasised that there is 
no implication that one strategy is intrinsically “better” than another. The best strategy 
to choose will depend on the problem to be solved. 
Each strategy is defined in terms of a plan representation, truth criterion and an 
example plan generation procedure. The uniform way in which each strategy is defined 
enables the expressiveness of each approach and the characteristics of the search space 
of each approach to be directly compared. Each planning strategy defined within the 
framework adopts a constraint-based reasoning approach in which partially specified 
plans are incrementally refined by adding actions and constraints which ensure goals 
are achieved and interference is prevented. However, there is no commitment to a 
specific search algorithm, allowing many of the constraint-posting planners described 
in the literature to be classified according to which of the three strategies they are 
based upon. By classifying planners in this way it becomes much easier to assess their 
fundamental limitations and identify the precise relationship of planners derived from 
different theoretical foundations. It also becomes clearer how to extract and integrate 
successful techniques embedded within different systems. 
The uniform way in which strategies A, B and C are formulated has revealed a 
number of architectural anomalies in some of the planners reported in the literature. It 
is shown how the architecture of these planners can be simplified, allowing unneces- 
sary restrictions on action specification to be relaxed without changing the underlying 
planning strategy. 
An action in Planning Strategy A is defined in terms of a set of preconditions and a 
set of postconditions indexed to a pair of consecutive domain states. The order in which 
actions in a plan are to be executed may be incrementally restricted by the assertion of 
ordering constraints, while codesignation constraints may be asserted to incrementally 
specify the objects in the application domain which are to be used or manipulated by each 
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action. Actions in a complete plan must be fully ordered. Moreover, it is assumed that the 
postconditbons of an action are context-independent and will persist in successive states 
until termi:nated by an explicitly contradictory postcondition of a subsequent action. 
This approach was originally formalised by Chapman’s TWEAK planner [2], which 
clarified the ad hoc specification of earlier constraint-posting planners including NOAH 
[ 261, Nonlin [27,28] and SIPE [ 30-321. The specification of Strategy A presented 
in Section 2 is a reformulation of Chapman’s work which enables the approach to be 
incrementally evolved into strategies B and C. 
Planning Strategy B inherits the constraint-posting philosophy and the default reason- 
ing approach of Strategy A, but uses a fundamentally different plan representation which 
enables actions to be scheduled for simultaneous execution. An action in the Strategy B 
representation is defined in terms of a set of executability conditions which are indexed 
to time intervals, and a set of effects indexed to time points. This indexing philosophy 
represents a key step along the evolutionary path of planning strategies defined in this 
paper. All intervals are defined in terms of their delimiting points. Effects are assumed 
to persist from the points to which they are indexed until terminated by explicitly con- 
tradictory effects. Actions are scheduled incrementally in this approach by asserting 
numeric temporal constraints on the time points in an evolving plan description. The 
Deviser [ 291 and O-Plan [5] systems are based on restricted variants of Strategy B. 
The specification of Strategy B presented in Section 3 clarifies the fundamental capabil- 
ities of these systems, and shows how certain restrictions on action specification can be 
relaxed. The differences between strategies A and B define the changes needed to extend 
a nonlinear state-based planner such as NOAH or Nonlin so that it becomes capable of 
generating parallel plans. * This analysis clarifies potentially confusing comments about 
“parallel planners” in the literature [ 291. 
The persistence assumption inherent in Strategy B makes it impossible to define 
actions which affect domain properties for only limited periods of time. This restricts the 
class of problem which can be solved by the approach. Planning Strategy C overcomes 
this limitation by using a plan representation in which action effects are indexed to 
intervals rather than points. Lower and upper bounds on the duration of an effect interval 
are defined by asserting numeric temporal constraints on the positions of its delimiting 
points. The truth value of a property outside the intervals to which it is indexed remains 
undefined. The default reasoning approach used in strategies A and B is replaced in 
Strategy C by a consistency rule which prevents the overlap of contradictory effect 
intervals. Planning Strategy C is presented in Section 4. The strategy is derived from 
relevant concepts in Allen and Koomen’s planner [ 11, Dean and McDermott’s Time 
Map Manager [ 61 and an interval-based temporal logic called IQ [ 241. Planners based 
on Strategy C include purcPLAN [ 171, FORBIN [23] and CAPS [ 19,201. 
*There is a view that Nonlin should really be classified as a Strategy B planner since it contains many 
of the mechanisms needed to generate parallel plans. However, the duration of actions in Nonlin cannot 
be represented:, and there is no mechanism to prevent synergistic (context-dependent) interference between 
parallel actions. These are two of the distinguishing features of Strategy B. Thus, while it is recognised that 
Nonlin played a significant role in the development of parallel planners such as O-Plan, it is appropriate to 
classify Nonlin as a Strategy A planner according to the definitions presented in this paper. 
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Planning strategies B and C both inherit the Strategy A restriction which prevents 
actions being specified with effects that can vary with execution context. This restriction 
is deliberately maintained to control the amount of computation required to generate a 
plan. It is therefore important to prevent the synergistic (context-dependent) interference 
of simultaneously executing actions while maintaining the efficiency advantages inherent 
in a system which does not explicitly reason about context-dependent effects. This may 
be achieved by reasoning about the resource requirements of actions in an evolving 
plan. This paper defines the position of a synergistic interference prevention mechanism 
within strategies B and C, and briefly discusses the details of this mechanism. Full 
details of how resource allocation may be used as an efficient mechanism for preventing 
synergistic interference are presented in a related paper [ 191. 
The specification of strategies A, B and C has raised some interesting issues. For 
example, in a planner which makes the persistence assumption, should goals always be 
achieved monotonically by ensuring newly introduced actions can never undo previously 
achieved goals, or is a nonmonotonic goal-achievement approach sometimes more effi- 
cient? In a constraint-posting planner, is a pure least-commitment philosophy always the 
best way forward, or does the constraint propagation effort required to keep every possi- 
ble option open undermine the alleged benefits of the approach? In a plan representation 
which prevents context-dependent effects from being specified, does the simultaneous 
assertion of contradictory effects by a pair of parallel actions always indicate an invalid 
plan description? These issues are discussed further in the following sections. 
2. Planning Strategy A 
The constraint-posting approach to plan generation in which actions are modelled as 
instantaneous transforms from one domain state to another has been formalised in Chap- 
man’s TWEAK planner [ 21. This section presents a reformulated version of Chapman’s 
work which enables the approach to be evolved into one capable of generating plans 
containing parallel actions. The plan representation and truth criterion of the strategy 
are presented first. A plan generation procedure derived from the truth criterion is then 
specified in which goal achievement is monotonic. After describing the space of partially 
specified plans that are searched by this procedure, the section concludes with a brief 
discussion of an alternative plan generation procedure in which goal achievement may 
be nonmonotonic. 
2. I, Plan representation 
All properties in the representation used by Planning Strategy A are indexed to domain 
states. Intuitively, each domain state is a partial description of some possible world. The 
description is partial in the sense that only relevant parts of the world are described. 
From a syntactic point of view, a domain state is simply a set of propositions. An 
admissible set of domain states is used to describe how an application domain (the 
“world”) changes over time. A set of domain states is admissible if it is fully ordered 
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instant of ai 
prq-z& 
constraints 
s2 = result(ai,si) 
Sl < 52 
Sl I s2 
Fig. 1. Representation f an action in Strategy A. 
and each state is related to its immediate successor by an action which brings about the 
successor. 
Each actlIon in this representation is defined in terms of a set of preconditions and a 
set of postconditions. If the preconditions of an action are a subset of the properties that 
are true in some domain state ~1 then that action may be executed in SI. Execution of 
the action will result in a new state s2 in which all of the postconditions of the action are 
true. States ~1 and s2 are ordered such that SI is before s2 (written $1 < $2). In addition, 
~1 and s2 are constrained to be consecutive (written SI 1 ~2). Execution of an action 
results in an instantaneous change from the domain state in which its preconditions hold 
to the state in which its postconditions hold. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the representation of an action instance named al with preconditions 
p and q and postconditions Tq and r. The diagram is annotated in a way that assumes 
the planner reasons backwards from goal states, treating the preconditions of an action as 
goals to achieve in the state from which the action is executed. The following shorthand 
notation is used to index goals and properties to domain states. Knowledge that a 
property p holds in a state s is represented by the clause holds(p, s). Conversely, the 
clause g&p, s) represents a requirement for p to hold in s. Nothing may be inferred 
from this clause about the actual truth value of p in s. 
The result function is included in Fig. 1 to show that state s2 is brought about by 
executing the action al in state SI. It should be noted that there is no concept of a state 
duration in this approach. Note also that the postconditions of the action illustrated in 
Fig. 1 are only a partial specification of the state ~2. Properties which remain unaffected 
by the action are not included in its set of postconditions. 
A postcondition of an action is known to be true in the state brought about by 
executing that action, and is assumed to persist in successive states until explicitly 
negated by a postcondition of a subsequent action. Moreover, this postcondition is 
assumed to be independent of other properties in the state brought about by executing 
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the action. This implies that the assumed persistence of some property p will only be 
terminated by the subsequent assertion of the property up. Using these assumptions as 
the basis of a default inference rule overcomes the intractability of computing which 
domain properties remain unchanged after the execution of an action.3 This rule is 
embedded in the truth criterion of the strategy as defined in Section 2.2.2. 
A domain state in which an action postcondition is asserted defines the start of a chain 
of states over which the postcondition is assumed to persist. The nearest subsequent state 
in which the postcondition is explicitly negated delimits the end of this chain. If no such 
terminating state exists, the end of the chain is inclusively delimited by the last state in 
the plan description. 
Although the set of domain states in a complete (executable) plan description must be 
fully ordered, the constraint-posting approach to plan generation adopted in Strategy A 
enables the order of states in an embryo plan description to be specified incrementally. 4 
This is achieved by asserting a succession of ordering constraints on states, which also 
constrains the execution order of actions. The postconditions of actions may also be 
incrementally specified in this approach by asserting a succession of constraints on the 
values of variables representing objects in the application domain. Thus, the terminating 
state of a chain may not be uniquely identifiable in a partially specified plan description. 
Moreover, the number, identity and order of states within any given chain in such a 
description may not be fully known. 
When generating a plan, it is clearly important to guarantee that all goals (including 
action preconditions) are satisfied in their respective states. This is achieved by ensuring 
that the state to which each goal is indexed lies within a chain of states over which a 
satisfying property is assumed to persist. In order to achieve a goal without unnecessarily 
restricting the choice of how later goals can be achieved, it is important to identify the 
minimal set of conditions needed to guarantee goal achievement in a partially specified 
plan. These conditions are defined in a truth criterion presented in the next section. 
2.2. Truth criterion 
Planning Strategy A is a constraint-based approach which allows choices on action 
execution order to be deferred until good reasons exist for making specific choices. The 
choice of objects to be used or manipulated by an action may be similarly deferred. This 
is achieved by using domain variables to represent the objects.5 Each domain variable 
in a plan description is associated with a set of appropriately typed objects from which 
s The use of this kind of default reasoning in planning was pioneered by Fikes and Nilsson in their STRIPS 
system [ 101. Earlier planners require. each action specification to be associated with a set of explicitly defined 
frame axioms which are used to deduce the set of properties which remain unchanged by each action. In 
nontrivial domains, the number of frame axioms which must be specified becomes excessive. 
4 States are the mechanism used to index descriptions of the world to points on the time line. It does not 
make sense to entertain the notion of distinct simultaneous states in this context. Thus, action execution in 
a completed (executable) plan expressed in the Strategy A representation must be sequential. By indexing 
actions and their postconditions directly to time points or intervals this restriction may be relaxed, as indicated 
by strategies B and C defined her in the paper. 
’ In this paper, only variables representing objects in the application domain will be called domain variables. 
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a choice miust eventually be made. Clearly, the truth value of a property in a given state 
may be unknown if that state is part of a plan description which is not yet completely 
specified. The Strategy A truth criterion gives the conditions under which a property is 
guaranteed to be true in a given state within such a plan description. Before presenting 
the details of this criterion, it is necessary to discuss the incremental instantiation of 
domain variables in a little more detail. 
2.2.1. Codes&nation constraints 
Consider an example goal condition which requires the object pan to be on one of 
four gas rings identified by the symbols ring,, ring,, ring, and ring, in a domain state 
s. This is specified by the following clauses: 
goaf(on(pan, RING), s), 
RING E {ring,, ring,, ring,, ring,}, 
The symbol RING is a domain variable which must eventually be bound to one of the 
four object symbols representing the gas rings. The set of object symbols which may 
be bound tl:, a particular domain variable may be incrementally restricted by posting a 
set of codesignation and non-codesignation constraints on the variable. Codesignation is 
simply an equality relation. It is possible for two domain variables to “codesignate” if 
the intersection of the sets of possible values associated with each variable is non-empty. 
A unary codesignation constraint on a single domain variable X is written as X E 
{a,b,. _ _} where (a, b,. . .} is a set of object names from which a binding for X must 
eventually be chosen. A binary codesignation constraint on a pair of variables X and 
Y is written as X = Y. Similar notation is used to express a constraint requiring a 
pair of properties to be the same. Given a pair of property descriptions p and q, the 
constraint JJ = q is only consistent if it is possible for the descriptions to be structurally 
identical. 6 Under these circumstances, the property descriptions themselves are also 
said to codesignate. By convention, symbols representing domain variables begin with an 
upper case letter to distinguish them from symbols representing objects in the application 
domain (constants) which begin with a lower-case letter. It should be noted that it is 
always inconsistent for one property to codesignate with the negation of another. 
A non-codesignation constraint on a single variable X is written as X $ {a, 6,. . .} 
where {a, ii,. , .} is a set of object names which must not be considered as possible 
bindings for X. A non-codesignation constraint on a pair of domain variables X and 
Y is written as X # Y. A constraint requiring property descriptions p and q to differ 
is written in the similar notation p # q. Such a constraint is only consistent if it is 
also consistent for at least one corresponding pair of elements in the pair of property 
descriptions to not codesignate. For example, the constraint on(a, X) # on(I: Z) is 
consistent only if the disjunctive constraint Y $! { a or X # Z is consistent. Note that } 
the constraint p # Tq for any pair of properties p and q is always consistent. 
6 In order for two property descriptions with complex structure to codesignate, all corresponding terms in 
the property pair must codesignate. For example, it is possible for the property descriptions on(a, X) and 
on( E Z) to codesignate only if the conjunctive constraint Y E {a} and X = 2 is consistent with the plan 
description. If this constraint is satisfied, the two property descriptions are identical. 
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2.2.2, Truth criterion dejinition 
The truth criterion defined in this subsection gives the conditions under which a 
property p is guaranteed to be true in a state st within a plan description where the 
execution order of actions may be incompletely specified, and domain variables may be 
only partly instantiated. All of the conditions in this truth criterion must be deducible 
from the (possibly incomplete) plan description if p is to be guaranteed true in st. A 
condition that is deducible in an incompletely specified plan description will be satisfied 
in all fully specified plans that can be derived from this description. The correctness of 
the truth criterion is subject to the following assumptions: 
l The effects of an action are independent of their context. 
l A property will persist over states until explicitly negated. 
l Actions in a complete plan are fully ordered. 
l All actions are independent of any externally generated concurrent events. 
Given the assumptions listed above, a property p will be unconditionally true in a 
specified query state if and only if there exists an establishing state in which p is known 
to be true which is either equal to or before the query state, and it is not possible for 
any terminating state in which p could be false to come between the establishing state 
and the query state. The following clauses specify this truth criterion more formally. 
A property p is true in a state si if: 
(1) There exists a state s3 where holds(u, ~3) 
(2) P = u 
(3) s3 < Sl 
(4) For all states s,5 and all properties 4 such that holds( 74, $5) 
either (a) p # q 
or (b) SI < s6 
or (c) For all ways of instantiating domain variables such that p = q 
There exists a state s7 where holds(r, ~7) such that sg < s7 < st 
and r=p 
States are not given consecutive numerical suffixes in the above definition to enable 
the criterion to be expressed in a way that is compatible with the specification of the 
plan generation procedure to be described in Section 2.3. It should be noted that the 
criterion differs from the formulation given by Chapman [ 21 in that it is specified soleZy 
in terms of properties and domain states (there is no explicit reference to actions). This 
simplifies the comparison of Strategy A with strategies described later in the paper. 
Note that clause (4~) of the above criterion must consider all possible ways in which 
the domain variables of a partially specified plan description can be instantiated to make 
p and q the same. For each way, a state must be found after sg, and before or equal to 
si, in which p is asserted. The complexity of this clause is discussed further in the next 
section, which considers alternative interpretations of the truth criterion. 
2.2.3. Implications of the constraint-based approach 
There are two ways of looking at the Strategy A truth criterion. In the first inter- 
pretation, all references to states in clauses ( 1) to (4) are regarded as ground. For 
example, the symbol s3 in clause ( 1) of the criterion refers to some uniquely identijed 
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Sl c !i2 < s3 
X E {a,b} 
Y E (a,b) 
Fig. 2. Plan fragment which illustrates the need for White Knights. 
state where property u is asserted. In the second interpretation, each symbol identifying 
a state is regarded as a variable capable of simultaneously representing a number of 
alternative ground states. In both interpretations, symbols representing properties are 
always regarded as descriptions which can contain domain variables. 
The first interpretation of the truth criterion is the one that is traditionally applied. 
This interpretation gives rise to several interesting issues, the first of which concerns the 
complexity of clause (4~) of the criterion. Chapman calls an action which causes r to 
be asserted in s7 a White Knight [ 21. A White Knight ensures that p is still true in si 
in all possible plan completions where p is negated between ss (the chosen establishing 
state of p) and si. In the reformulated account given here, the state S_I itself will be 
called a White Knight rather than the action which brings it about. 
The concept of a White Knight is needed in the first interpretation of the truth criterion 
to address a problem which is illustrated by the plan fragment in Fig. 2. Here, the truth 
criterion must correctly determine if the query condition property(X) is unconditionally 
true in state sg given the three property assertions shown in the diagram. Note that 
it is impossible to know whether the property assertion at sr or the assertion at sg is 
responsible for satisfying the query condition. This is because the variables X and Y are 
not yet fully instantiated. 
If X and Y are later constrained to codesignate, the query condition in Fig. 2 will 
be satisfied by the assertion holds(property(Y), ~3). Conversely, if X and Y are later 
constrained so that they cannot codesignate, the query condition will be satisfied by the 
assertion hoZds(property(X) , sl ) which is assumed to persist into state ss. The query 
condition is therefore satisfied in all plan completions, even though the state ultimately 
responsible for satisfying the query condition cannot be definitely identified. 
An attempt to simplify the truth criterion by replacing clause (4~) with the simple 
condition So; < sg would prevent the unconditional satisfaction of this query condition 
from being detected. Thus, Chapman’s White Knight concept can be seen as a cunning 
way of correctly answering queries in situations like the one illustrated in Fig. 2 while 




Sl < s2 goal(property(a,b),s2) 
X E (a&) 
YE hbl 
X#Y 
Fig. 3. Plan fragment illustrating a limitation of the first interpretation of the truth criterion. 
operating in an environment where states are always treated as ground. It is interesting 
to note that in the second interpretation of the truth criterion (where each symbol 
identifying a state is regarded as a variable capable of simultaneously representing 
alternative ground states) there is no need to explicitly encode the concept of a White 
Knight into clause (4~). Instead, this clause can (and should) be simplified to the 
condition se < s3 without loss of completeness. This simplification does not imply less 
computation is required to answer a query. The complexity is simply hidden. In the 
second interpretation of the truth criterion, it is necessary to answer a query by iterating 
through all mutually consistent instantiations of relevant state variables and domain 
(object) variables to determine if the query condition is satisfied in all cases. 
This alternative interpretation can be illustrated by considering Fig. 2 once again. 
When X # Y clauses ( 1)) (2)) (3) and (4a) of the truth criterion are satisfied by 
selecting s1 as the state responsible for establishing the property which will ultimately 
satisfy the query condition. When X = Y, clauses (l), (2), (3) and the simplified 
version of clause (4~) are satisfied by selecting ~3 as the establishing state. Thus, in all 
cases, all four truth criterion clauses are satisfied. 
There is a second issue which arises from treating all states as ground in the truth 
criterion which is entirely independent of White Knights. This is illustrated by the 
example plan fragment in Fig. 3. 
The domain variables X and Y in this example are constrained such that they must both 
be eventually instantiated with one of the objects a or b. In addition, the objects chosen 
to instantiate the two variables must be different. The query condition property( a, 6) is 
therefore unconditionally true in state s2 since it is either asserted in st (and assumed 
to persist to ~2) or it is asserted in s2 depending on the chosen instantiations of X 
and Y. Although the query property must be asserted in one of the two states, no 
commitment has yet been made as to which state will finally be chosen. Clause (2) 
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of the truth criterion cannot therefore be satisfied (this condition is not deducible from 
the plan fragment) and so the criterion will fail to report that the query condition is 
unconditionally satisfied. 
This problem does not arise in the second interpretation of the truth criterion. In this 
case, the e,stablishing state in clause ( 1) of the criterion is treated as a variable bound 
to the set of possibilities (~1, sz), and the variable u in clause (2) of the criterion will 
have different bindings for each of these possibilities. By iterating through all possible 
plan instantiations relevant to the query, it is possible to deduce that the query condition 
is satisfied in all cases. 
Although the second interpretation of the truth criterion can correctly identify the 
satisfaction of some query conditions which the more traditional first interpretation 
cannot, the second interpretation buries the details of achieving a goal with the aid of 
a White Knight in an underlying constraint propagation algorithm. This does not well 
serve one of the principle aims of the paper (to compare alternative planning strategies) 
because the ability to achieve certain goals with the aid of a White Knight is one of the 
features which differentiates strategies A and B from Strategy C. White Knights provide 
a useful focus when discussing the degree of early commitment made by alternative 
planning strategies. 
For this reason, the remainder of the paper will adopt the more traditional first 
interpretation of the truth criterion which requires explicit reference to White Knights. 
This interpretation will be carried forward into later sections of the paper which discuss 
strategies I3 and C. Note that even under the first interpretation of the truth criterion, it is 
possible to derive a (complete) plan generation procedure which avoids the anomalous 
situation illustrated in Fig. 3. Such a procedure has to commit itself to establishing a 
required property in a fully specified domain state. The anomalous situation is therefore 
avoided by adopting an approach which allows a limited amount of early commitment 
during the search for a satisfactory plan. The characteristics of alternative plan generation 
procedures are discussed further in the following sections. 
2.3. Monotonic plan generation procedure 
The plan generation procedure described in this section is designed to incrementally 
specify an -mterference-free plan which achieves all of the goals of a given problem. A 
constraint-based approach to planning is adopted, in which the execution order of actions 
and the identity of domain objects can be incrementally defined by posting constraints. 
Once the plan generation procedure has generated a consistent plan description in which 
all goals are unconditionally achieved in their required states, actions which are still 
unordered may be executed in any order without interference. 
It should be noted that a wide spectrum of plan generation procedures can be derived 
from the Strategy A plan representation and truth criterion which make different trade- 
offs concerning the level of commitment made during the planning process. An analysis 
of the differences between various Strategy A planners described in the literature has 
been performed by Kambhampati [ 131. The procedure defined in this section follows a 
monotonic goal-achievement approach which is compared with a nonmonotonic approach 
discussed later in Section 2.5. While many Strategy A planners described in the literature 
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use more complex procedures than the one to be presented in this section, the intention 
here is to present an example of a simple procedure which can be readily compared 
with equivalent procedures based on planning strategies B and C. ’ 
Recall from Section 2.1 that both adjacency constraints and ordering constraints may 
be asserted in an embryo plan description to incrementally define the linear ordering 
of domain states in a completed plan. Adjacency constraints are asserted to ensure that 
the precondition and postcondition states of an action remain consecutive. This differs 
from the approach formulated by Chapman [2] where ordering constraints are posted 
on actions. By posting constraints directly on domain states, the reformulated approach 
defined here is able to be more easily evolved into strategies capable of generating 
parallel plans. This is discussed further in Section 3. 
Within the context of the plan generation procedure, it is necessary to distinguish 
between two types of domain state. The goals of a problem specification along with all 
action preconditions are indexed to goal states, while the initial domain description of 
the problem specification along with all action postconditions are indexed to property 
states. Each state is allocated a unique label to distinguish it from others in the plan 
description. It is consistent for a goal state sgl to be considered equal to a property 
state sPl if it can be shown that all of the goal conditions indexed to sgl hold in sPl. 
It is always inconsistent for two distinctly labelled goal states or two distinctly labelled 
property states to be equal. 
Each iteration of a goal-achievement loop embedded in the plan generation procedure 
achieves one of the goals of the problem to be solved. Goal achievement is divided into 
two phases. In the establishment phase, some existing property state is chosen, or some 
new state generated in which a property p satisfying the goal condition is asserted. This 
establishing state must either be the same as the goal state, or must be ordered before 
the goal state. The maintenance phase ensures that the goal state is included in the chain 
of states over which p is assumed to persist that starts with the chosen establishing state 
of the property. This is achieved by ensuring that the chain cannot be terminated until 
after the goal state. 
The following eight data sets are used to represent both a problem specification and 
a description of the plan constructed by the system to solve the problem: 
l pending: A set of goals which have not yet been achieved. All elements in pending 
are of the form goal(p, s) where s is the state in which the goal property p is 
required to hold. 
l properties: A set of properties known to hold in specific states. All elements in 
properties are of the form holds(p, s) where s is the state in which property p is 
known to hold. 
’ Planners such as NOAH [26] and Nonlin [27,28] are able to solve certain classes of problem by 
hierarchical decomposition. This approach effectively encodes domain-specific problem solving knowledge 
in the form of predefined plan fragments which can be fitted together to build an overall plan. The use of 
hierarchical planning techniques do not significantly extend the theoretical problem solving capability of a 
planner, but can provide an effective way of controlling search in many practical problem domains. Hierarchical 
planning techniques are equally applicabble to all of the planning strategies defined in this paper. However, 
such techniques are not explicitly featured in the example plan generation procedures of strategies A, B and C 
because the intention is to compare the fundamental capabilities and limitations of these strategies. 
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l order: A set of ordering constraints on pairs of domain states. All elements in order 
are of the form si 0 s2 where si and $2 are states and 0 is a relation in the set 
{<, <, 192, >}. 
l objects: A declaration of the names of all relevant objects in the application domain. 
This data set is static and is used only to determine the possible values of partially 
constrained domain variables. 
l bindings: A set of unary and binary codesignation constraints. All elements in 
bindings are of the form el 0 ez where ei is a domain variable and e2 is either a 
domain variable or a set of one or more object names. In the case where e2 is a 
domain variable, the symbol 0 must be a relation in the set {=, #}. In the case 
where e2 is a set of object names, then 0 must be a relation in the set {E, $1. 
l specifications: A set of action specifications. Instances of actions specified in this 
set may be added to a plan description to achieve goals. Each specification is 
made up of a set of preconditions, a set of postconditions, a set of codesignation 
constraints and a generic name from which the names of action instances derived 
from the specification are generated. 
l actions: A set of action instance names, each indexed to its respective precondition 
state. All elements in actions are of the form action(a, s) where s is the precondi- 
tion state of the action instance a. Action instance names are not used by the plan 
generation procedure, but are essential in annotating a plan. 
l protected: A set of teleological records specifying the establishing state of an 
achieved goal. All elements in protected are of the form protect(p, [s2, s1 ] ) where 
s2 is the establishing state of a property p used to achieve a goal indexed to state si . 
The set of teleological records stored in protected is needed to prevent the possibility 
of a goal achieved in one iteration of the planner’s goal-achievement loop being undone 
by certain changes to the plan made in subsequent iterations. Any number of addi- 
tional (consistent) constraints may be added to an evolving plan after a goal has been 
achieved, without any possibility of causing the goal to become unachieved. However, 
the nonmonotonic nature of the persistence assumption means that unless steps are taken 
to protect the achievement of goals, some may revert to being unachieved as a result of 
adding new actions to the plan. This is because it would be possible for a new action 
to generate a state in which the persistence of a required property was prematurely 
terminated. 
To ensure that all goals are achieved in their required states the plan generation 
procedure maintains a record of the teleology of the evolving plan. Once a goal p has 
been achieved in a required state s:! by some establishing state SI equal to or before 
sz in which p is known to hold, a teleological record is created in protected which 
relates states s2 and si. Each record holds the delimiters of a chain of domain states 
over which a specified property must remain true if a goal is to remain achieved by 
its chosen establishing state. There will be one such record created for each achieved 
goal. If a plan is to be guaranteed to achieve all of the goals of a given problem, 
then persistence of the goal property in each teleological record must be protected from 
premature termination. 
The chains of domain states defined by elements of the protected data set are the 
first appearance in this paper of an interval-like data structure. Section 3 shows how this 
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data structure is inherited by an interval-based planning strategy capable of scheduling 
actions for parallel execution. Protecting achieved goals from being undone in subsequent 
iterations of the goal-achievement loop is another example of early commitment in 
the search for a plan. Section 2.5 compares this approach with a nonmonotonic plan 
generation procedure which allows achieved goals to be undone and then reachieved in 
an alternative way without backtracking. 
The plan generation procedure defined in this section is able to achieve a goal in all 
of the ways identified by the truth criterion presented in Section 2.2 with the excep- 
tion of goal achievement by White Knight. Although the ability to represent partially 
specified plans which use White Knights is a significant characteristic of the Strategy A 
plan representation (which will be compared with the representation characteristics of 
later strategies), this goal-achievement option is excluded from the example proce- 
dure defined here to avoid a number of problems. Firstly, the achievement of a goal 
with the aid of a White Knight requires that a domain state is chosen in which the 
goal property is established (the establishing state is referred to as s3 in clause ( 1) 
of the Strategy A truth criterion). This state may, or may not be the same as the 
White Knight (referred to as s7 in clause (4~) of the truth criterion). If these two 
states are indeed distinct, and each is brought about by adding a new action instance 
to the plan, then one of these new action instances is guaranteed not to contribute 
to the achievement of the goal once the plan has been fully specified. It is therefore 
possible for such an approach to add redundant actions to an evolving plan descrip- 
tion. 
A second problem arises from the difficulty of asserting conditional codesignation 
constraints of the form “r = p +- p = q” on domain properties to ensure clause (4~) 
of the truth criterion is satisfied. Simply asserting one of the constraints “r = p” or 
“p f q” could overconstrain the plan. In general this constraint must be interpreted as 
a set of disjunctive constraints on the elements of the properties p, q and r. This is 
illustrated by the following example. 
P: property(X, Y) 
4: property( I: X) 
r: property( Z, X) 
An algorithm capable of replacing the constraint “r = p + p = q” with a set of 
disjunctive constraints on X, Y and Z must first determine that p and q will necessarily 
codesignate if X = Y. To guarantee that r and p will codesignate under this condition 
it is necessary to assert the constraint Z = X or assert the constraint Z = Y. The 
disjunction reflects a choice point in the search graph traversed by the plan generation 
procedure. 
Although this approach minimises the number of commitments a planner must make 
when achieving a goal, it also adds undesirable complexity to the planning algorithm 
and makes it difficult to protect achieved goals. This is because partial plan descriptions 
may be generated where the state in which a required goal property is asserted is not 
fully specified, even though the property can be shown to be true in its required goal 
state in all plan completions. Recall that such a plan fragment is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
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Simple protection ranges defined in terms of a pair of delimiting states cannot therefore 
be used to prevent achieved goals from being threatened by actions which may be added 
in later cyc.les of the plan generation process. 
Fortunately, it is possible to derive a class of complete plan generation procedures 
from the Strategy A truth criterion which do not need to reason about White Knights. 
A simple example of such a procedure is defined later in this section. To see why 
White Knights are unnecessary, first review the plan fragment shown in Fig. 2 where the 
query condlition is unconditionally satisfied because the White Knight state s3 asserts 
the query condition in all cases where persistence of the query condition from sI is 
prematurely terminated. Note that in cases where X = Y, the goal could just as well 
have been achieved without the use of a White Knight by treating s3 as the establishing 
state of the query condition. In cases where X # Y, goal achievement could be assured 
by simply iasserting the constraint X # Y. Thus, in all cases the goal in Fig. 2 may be 
achieved without resorting to the complexities introduced by White Knights. 
By referring to the truth criterion definition in Section 2.2.2 it can be seen that the 
above argument can be generalised to cover any plan description in which a property 
r is asserted in a state designated a White Knight, and codesignation constraints are 
asserted to ensure that r codesignates with a required goal property p in all cases where 
p codesignates with some other property q. In cases where p = q, the White Knight 
state could just as well be treated as the establishing state of the goal condition. In cases 
where p Z q, goal achievement could be assured by simply asserting the constraint 
P # 4. 
It should be noted that pIan generation without the use of White Knights may some- 
times require earlier commitments to be made which could result in more backtracking. 
Without the use of White Knights, a spec$c domain state must be chosen from which 
a property is able to persist to achieve a required goal. This is an example of where 
limited use of early commitment may have a part to play in the overall search strategy of 
a planner, and raises the interesting question of how to balance constraint propagation 
and backtracking tasks to maximise planning efficiency. This is a subject worthy of 
considerable further research. 
The plan generation procedure described in this section requires all properties to be 
expressed as an ordered tuple of simple elements of the form (ei, e2, . . . , e,) where 
each element is either a constant or a domain variable. Functions may not be included 
in the specification of domain properties, making it impossible for the postconditions of 
actions to be specified in a way that allows them to depend on the context in which they 
occur. The first element in each property description is used to associate the property 
with a truth value. * This element may be one of the constant symbols true orfalse. The 
second element is used to indicate the name of the property. This element must also be 
a constant symbol. Subsequent elements may be the names of objects in the application 
domain (constant symbols) or domain variables. Simple predicates may be represented 
in this format. For example, the predicate on( X, Y) may be expressed as (true, on, X, Y) 
where the symbols X and Y are treated as domain variables and the symbols true and 
on are treated as constants. 
’ This element is introduced to provide a way of handling negation. 
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pending := set of goals to achieve in specified states 
properties := description of initial domain state SO 
order := ordering constraints on states in initial problem specification 
objects := set of domain object declarations 
bindings := codesignation constraints on variables in initial problem specification 
I 
initialisation 
specifications := set of action specifications 
actions :=[I 
protected := [ ] 
while pending is not empty do: 
select from pending some goal(P,Sl) 
subroutine 1 
choose or create a state S3 in which 
a property U is specified to hold 
remove threats to protected property 
ranges caused by adding a new 
action to the plan 
I I 
subroutine 2 
position S3 such that S3 < Sl 
constrain lJ such that U = P 
maintain U from S3 to Sl 









An outline of the plan generation procedure is given in Fig. 4 which is divided into 
an initialisation section and a goal-achievement loop. The initialisation section sets up 
the contents of the eight data sets from a supplied specification of the problem to be 
solved. The initial state of the domain is defined by a set of properties indexed to a 
domain state SO. This information is held in properties. A set of goals indexed to one or 
more goal states is specified in pending. The order of all states mentioned in elements 
of properties and pending is specified in order, with SO constrained to occur before any 
goal state. Any plan generated by this procedure will achieve goals in the order imposed 
on the domain states to which they are indexed.’ 
‘) This strategy therefore allows constraints on required action execution order to be forward-asserted. For 
example, it is possible to specify that a garden should be tidied before its owner eats his lunch, even though 
a tidy garden may not be a precondition of the eating action. It is interesting to compare this approach with 
the situation calculus of McCarthy and Hayes 1221 where a state may only be accessed via a functional 
composition of the initial state and a sequence of actions. In the formalism described here, the temporal 
structure of a plan is explicitly represented in the order data set allowing states to be accessed in a way which 
is independent of the actions which generated them. 
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begin subroutine 1 
choose some ekting holds(U,S3) 
already in properties such that 
length(U) = length(P) 
choose some action specification in specifications from 
which a new action instance a can be generated with a 
precondition state S2 and a postcondition state S3 and 
choose some effect holds(US3) such that 
length(U) = length(P). The symbols a, S2 and S3, along 
with the symbols representing all of the domain variables 
in a must be new to the plan description. 
f add all oreconditions of a to pending 
add all postconditions of a to prope;ties 
add all codesignation constraints in a to bindings 
add SO < S2 < S3 to order 
add S2 I S3 to order 
add action(a,Sl) to actions 
I 
for all holds(+S3) in the postconditions of a 
for all protect(RJS4,SSI) in protected 
such that length(R) = length(Q) 
choose an element El from Q 
and a corresponding element 
E2 from R 
end for all 
end for all 
end subroutine 1 
Fig. 5. Subroutine 1of goal-achievement loop (Strategy A). 
211 
The goal-achievement loop is further divided into subroutines 1 and 2 which are 
defined in greater detail in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively. These subroutines use the shorthand 
notation El M E2 to represent a codesignation constraint on a pair of elements El and 
E2. In the case where both elements are domain variables, this is interpreted as El = E2. 
In the case where one element is a domain variable and the other is a constant, the 
constraint is interpreted either as El E {Ez} or as E2 E {El} depending on which 
element is the domain variable and which is the constant. In the case where both 
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begin subroutine 2 
I 
add S3 5 Sl to order 
I 
for all corresponding elements E3 and E4 in P and U 
I 
add E3 = E4 to bindings 
I 
end for all 
I 
for all holds(AJ,SG) in properties 
such that length(Q) = length(U) 
end for all 
add protect(UJS3,SlI) to protected 
remove goal(P,Sl) from pending 
end subroutine 2 
Fig. 6. Subroutine 2 of goal-achievement loop (Strategy A). 
elements are constants, the constraint is interpreted as a simple symbol comparison 
which signals inconsistency unless both symbols are the same. The shorthand notation 
Et $ E2 is used to represent a non-codesignation constraint on the pair of elements. 
This is interpreted in a comparable way. 
Recall that all properties in the plan representation used by this procedure are ex- 
pressed as ordered tuples of simple elements. A pair of properties cannot be made to 
codesignate unless they contain the same number of elements. The goal-achievement 
loop of the planner must therefore be capable of determining the number of elements 
in a given property definition. Subroutines 1 and 2 make repeated use of a function 
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length(p) which is used for this purpose. This function takes a property definition p 
expressed in the required format and returns the number of elements in the definition. 
For example, the value 4 is returned when length is applied to the property definition 
(true, on, X, Y). 
Once a plan state has been generated where some goal@, si) is achieved by some 
hoZds(p, s2) the property p is protected over the chain of domain states delimited by 
[ ~2, sl] by adding the element protect@, [ ~2, SI] ) to protected. When a new action 
is added to an evolving plan, all postconditions in the action’s postcondition state are 
compared ,with all elements in protected. Constraints are added to prevent the new 
action from prematurely terminating the persistence of properties over protected chains 
of states, thereby protecting goals which have already been achieved. Goals are therefore 
achieved monotonically in this approach. lo 
2.4. Search space 
This section describes the search space of the plan generation procedure defined 
above. Recall that the procedure is designed to incrementally specify a plan which 
achieves a required set of goals indexed to one or more ordered domain states, given 
an initial domain state and a set of action specifications. The plan generation process 
may be viewed as a search for a path through a graph of plan descriptions. Many 
of these descriptions may be only partially specified. The search begins with the null 
plan containing only a description of the problem to be solved, and ends with a fully 
specified plan in which all goals and preconditions are satisfied and all constraints are 
consistent. 
Each node in the above search graph is called a plan state. A plan state is composed 
of elements from the six data sets pending, properties, order, bindings, actions and 
protected. I1 Each consistent set of choices made in one iteration of the plan generation 
procedure’s goal-achievement loop defines a permissible path from one plan state to 
another. The root plan state defining the start of all paths through the search space is 
defined by the initialisation section of the plan generation procedure. A solution plan 
state is one in which pending is empty and all constraints in order and bindings are 
consistent. Plan states containing inconsistent constraints are treated as dead end points 
in the search graph. 
Choice points within the goal-achievement loop of the plan generation procedure 
defined in Section 2.3 occur at or-nodes and choose-clauses in Figs. 5 and 6. It should 
be noted that unlike the choices defined inside the goal-achievement loop, the choice 
of which goal in pending to achieve next is not associated with a backtrack point since 
to It is important to emphasise that a planner using a monotonic goat-achievement approach can still represent 
and reason about partially ordered actions. Thus the plan generation procedure described in this section is 
able to solve problems such as the Sussman Anomaly, where neither of a pair of goats can be achieved by 
the first action in a plan without later being undone by a subsequent action. 
” It should be noted that the protected data set is not needed to represent a plan, but is essential in guiding 
the search for an interference-free solution. 
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pending represents a conjunctive goal set. If a goal cannot be consistently achieved in 
a child of some plan state P, there is no point in achieving an alternative goal instead 
and naively moving forward in the search space since the original goal will remain 
unachievable in all descendants of P. 
Unless actions are specified with no preconditions, the size of the search graph of 
a problem is unbounded since a precondition can be achieved by adding a new action 
instance which itself has preconditions. In order to guarantee that the plan generation 
procedure finds a solution to a solvable problem in finite time, it must therefore search 
the space of plan states breadth-first. Breadth-first search may yield unacceptably slow 
performance in many domains. In such cases, completeness may be sacrificed in favour 
of domain-dependent search heuristics. 
All of the plan generation procedures defined in this paper are non-deterministic in the 
sense that they do not prescribe the order in which choices should be considered. This 
level of definition is sufficient to define the characteristics of the search space mapped 
out by a plan generation procedure without committing to a specijic search algorithm. 
Such an approach serves the principle aim of the paper, which is to identify and compare 
the capabilities and limitations of alternative classes of planner. It is worth emphasising 
that a search algorithm does not have to simply commit to a particular choice as soon 
as it becomes available, but can carry several choices forward at once. For example, 
Yang has shown that a meta constraint-posting approach in which constraints are posted 
on a set of variables which must themselves be eventually instantiated with particular 
constraints can be used as the basis of an efficient search mechanism [ 331. I2 Efficiency 
may be further improved by combining this approach with a stochastic search technique 
such as Simulated Annealing [4,18]. 
2.5. Nonmonotonic plan generation procedure 
This section briefly discusses an alternative plan generation procedure which may 
be derived from the truth criterion defined in Section 2.2. Whenever a goal condi- 
tion is established by adding a new action to an evolving plan in this alternative ap- 
proach, all of the action’s postconditions are checked against all teleological records. 
If it is possible that the new action can negate a goal property within the chain 
of states over which the property is protected, the endangered goal is replaced on 
pending and its teleological record is removed from protected. This will cause the 
plan generation procedure to reachieve the endangered goal at some later stage of 
the planning process. Goal achievement under this approach is therefore nonmono- 
tonic. 
I2 In implementations where an underlying constraint solver can accept disjunctive constraint assertions, the 
order in which certain operations am performed in Figs. 5 and 6 is of no significance. In particular, moving 
the assertions causing u and p to codesignate in Fig. 6 to a point before the threats to protected property 
ranges are removed in Fig. 5 would be of no consequence. However, in implementations where disjunctive 
constraint assertion is not possible, and earlier commitments to specific constraint assertions must be made, 
knowledge that u must codesignate with p would be useful when choosing consistent ways of removing threats 
to protected property ranges. 
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Unless this revised procedure is further modified, it may generate plans containing 
redundant actions. To see why this is the case, first consider a plan description in 
which goal(p, sl) is achieved by an action al with a postcondition holds(p, s2). The 
property p is protected over the chain of domain states delimited by [ ~2, s1 ] in this plan 
description by the teleological record protect( p, [ ~2, s1 ] ) stored in protected. 
Now suppose that some unrelated goal is achieved by adding a new action to the 
plan which brings about a state s3 such that holds( lp, ~3,) where it is possible that 
s2 < s3 <: Sl. The achievement of goal(p, sl) in the updated plan description is 
threatened by holds( up, ~3). The nonmonotonic plan generation procedure therefore 
replaces goal(p, ~1) in pending and removes its teleological record from protected 
causing the goal to be reachieved. When goul(p, sl) is next selected from pending, 
it does not have to be reachieved using al. Indeed, such an operation may no longer 
be possible. If some other action u2 was chosen to reachieve the goal, where the 
postcondition state of u2 was ordered after ~3, then it would be possible for al to 
become completely superfluous. Action al may acquire a new reason for existence if 
one of its effects was used to achieve some other goal later in the plan generation 
process, bu,t there is no guarantee that this would happen. 
Redundant actions can be inexpensively removed from a completed plan using a tech- 
nique called dependency directed deletion. This technique eliminates redundant actions 
by a cycle of deleting actions in a completed plan which do not have a postcondition 
state appearing in any element of protected and then deleting each element in protected 
which refers to a precondition state of a deleted action. The cycle terminates when no 
more deletions are possible. 
The appealing characteristic of the nonmonotonic approach to goal achievement is 
that when the threat to an achieved goal caused by the introduction of a new action 
can only be eliminated by moving or changing the goal condition’s establishing action, 
work done in achieving other goals does not have to be lost. Rather than backtracking, 
the threatened goal is simply reachieved by an alternative action instance. 
If, once the plan generation cycle has terminated, an action originally used to achieve 
a goal is found to be redundant then it can be (inexpensively) removed from the plan. 
The combined use of nonmonotonic goal achievement and dependency directed deletion 
therefore allows plans to be generated which are free of redundant actions by a process 
which (under certain conditions) may be more efficient than a plan generation procedure 
in which goal achievement is always monotonic. 
Whether a monotonic or nonmonotonic goal-achievement strategy is more efficient 
depends on the probability of being able to eliminate threats to the achievement of 
goals by simply ordering the threats outside protected chains of domain states. This 
probability is domain dependent, and is related to the way actions are specified. In 
some domains, it is feasible that certain goal properties may be achieved most effi- 
ciently by a monotonic strategy, while others may be best achieved by a nonmonotonic 
strategy. 
It is interesting to note that the monotonic and nonmonotonic plan generation pro- 
cedures defined in Sections 2.3 and 2.5 of this paper are just two of a wide spectrum 
of procedures which can be derived from the Strategy A plan representation and truth 
criterion. Each procedure on this spectrum makes a different trade-off between its level 
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of commitment and the level of redundancy in its search space. Kambhampati [ 1 l] has 
performed an empirical analysis of the performance of seven planning algorithms based 
on the representation and truth criterion of Strategy A. Results of this analysis indi- 
cate that algorithms with the greatest efficiency lie between the extremes of algorithms 
adopting a total least commitment approach on the one hand, and a totally systematic 
approach (with no search space redundancy) on the other. This is an ongoing area of 
research. 
3. Planning Strategy B 
Many of the concepts embedded in Planning Strategy A can be used within more 
advanced strategies. Planning Strategy B inherits the constraint-posting philosophy, and 
the default reasoning approach of Strategy A, but uses a fundamentally different plan 
representation which enables actions to be scheduled for simultaneous execution. In 
addition, Strategy B is able to generate plans which conform to specified deadlines and 
take account of uncontrollable events occurring at known times. The time at which each 
action in a Strategy B plan description begins execution can be incrementally specified 
by posting numeric temporal constraints. Temporal constraints may be used to restrict 
both the relative order of actions and the absolute positions on the time line which they 
can occupy. 
A planner based on Strategy B allows considerable flexibility in the way actions 
can be specified. This section first defines a restricted approach named Strategy AB 
which has clear historical roots in Strategy A. Vere’s Deviser planner [29] is an ex- 
ample of a system based on this approach. Although the operation of Deviser has 
been reformulated in the definition of Strategy AB, the reformulation does not change 
the class of problems which can be solved. The plan representation used by Currie 
and Tate’s O-Plan system [5] is then discussed, and it is shown how the use of this 
representation can overcome some of the limitations of Strategy AB. The representa- 
tion used by O-Plan is further generalised and associated with a truth criterion and 
plan generation procedure to define Planning Strategy B. It is shown how the tempo- 
ral reasoning capabilities of this strategy subsume the capabilities of both Deviser and 
O-Plan. 
The derivation of a plan generation procedure from the truth criterion of Strategy B 
reveals that the “procedural network” used to represent ordering constraints on actions 
within a plan generated by such systems as Deviser and O-Plan is not a fundamental 
part of the strategy. It is shown that representing ordering constraints with such a data 
structure, while representing numeric constraints on the start time of actions by an 
overlaid time point network can introduce unnecessary complications. 
It is possible for actions which execute in parallel to synergistically interfere with each 
other. This section also discusses the need for a parallel planning strategy to prevent 
synergistic interference and briefly considers how such interference can manifest itself. 
A full discussion of how synergistic interference may be efficiently prevented in parallel 
plans is presented in a related paper [ 191. 
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3.1. Plan representation of Strategy AB 
An action in Strategy AB is specified in terms of executability conditions, effects 
and a constant execution duration. I3 All the executability conditions of an action in the 
interim approach described in this section must be maintained throughout the action’s 
execution duration. The goal conditions in a problem definition must also have specified 
durations. I[f execution of an action is successful, its effects will hold at the instant 
execution completes, and will be assumed to persist until explicitly terminated. 
Numeric constraints may be posted on the start times of each action and on the times 
by which goal conditions must be achieved. This allows goal-achievement deadlines to 
be defined in a problem specification. In many domains, a planner will only be able 
to control a subset of domain properties. This is true even if a system has complete 
knowledge about a domain. For example, the time at which the sun sets at a given 
location may be known without being controllable. The times of such uncontrollable 
events may be included in a problem definition allowing a planner to take account of 
these events. 
All action executability conditions along with the goals of a problem specification are 
indexed to he intervals in this representation, while all action effects and external events 
are indexed to time points. This is a fundamental change from the representation used in 
Strategy A where all properties are indexed to global domain states. l4 Each time point 
in a plan description is related to all other points by a network of temporal constraints. 
Where the temporal distance between a pair of time points is entirely unrestricted, they 
are related by the universal constraint. 
A major benefit of the new representation is that it allows actions in a complete plan 
to be scheduled for concurrent execution. For example, an action al may legally assert 
its effects h!uring the execution interval of a second action a2 if the effects of al do not 
interfere with the executability conditions of a2 and there is no destructive synergistic 
interference caused by concurrent execution of the two actions. Synergistic interference 
is discussed in Section 3.2. 
Each action must be specified in terms of a pair of time points. One of these points 
is used to define the start of an interval with a numeric duration which must also be 
specified. All executability conditions of the action must be indexed to this interval. The 
other time point is used to define the instant at which the action’s effects are known to 
I3 The terms executability condition and effect are used in place of the Strategy A terms precondition and 
postcondition respectively. This is because it is possible to generalise the action representation described here 
to include actl!ons with executability conditions and effects that are distributed over their execution durations 
(see Section 3.5). In this generalised representation, it is therefore possible to define an action which asserts 
some of its effects before the time at which all of its executability conditions must be satisfied. The terms 
precondirion and posrconditiun would be misleading in this context because a suitably specified action could 
assert a “posa:ondition” before the time at which all of its “preconditions” had to be satisfied. 
I4 It is possible to extract a complete description of a domain from a plan described in terms of the point-based 
representation used in Strategy AB even though a planner using such a representation never reasons explicitly 
with domain states. In the state-based representation, a domain state s is described in terms of a set of changes 
to the state previous to s. All of these changes are indexed to s. In the point-based representation, the set of 
changes defining a new state of the domain are distributed across all of the points in a plan description that 
are scheduled to occur at the same time instant. 
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Fig. 7. Representation of an action in Strategy AB. 
hold if execution of the action is successful. All effects of the action must be indexed 
to this point. An effect is assumed to persist after the point where it is asserted until 
the nearest subsequent point where the converse of the effect is known to hold. In 
this respect, the default reasoning strategy of the approach is similar to Kowalski and 
Sergot’s event calculus [ 16 1. 
All actions must be defined such that their effect assertion points are positioned at 
the end of their respective executability condition intervals. Given that a time point 
tl delimits the start of the executability condition interval of an action which has a 
duration of dl, the point delimiting the end of the executability condition interval is 
defined as (tl + dl). Given that t:! defines the point at which the effects of the action 
are asserted, the above condition on the position of effect assertion points is enforced 
by the numeric temporal constraint tl + dl = t2. This constraint is analogous to the 
adjacency constraint imposed on the precondition and postcondition states of actions 
defined in Strategy A. 
An example of the structure of an action instance in the representation used by 
Strategy AB is given in Fig. 7. The diagram is annotated in a way that assumes the 
planner reasons backwards from goal intervals, treating the executability conditions of 
a newly added action as goals to achieve in subsequent iterations of the planner’s 
goal-achievement loop. 
The action structure illustrated in Fig. 7 is similar to the state-based action structure 
illustrated in Fig. 1. The major difference between the two structures is that executability 
conditions and effects in Fig. 7 are indexed to intervals and points respectively, whereas 
all properties in Fig. 1 are indexed to domain states. In addition, the executability 
condition interval of the action instance in Fig. 7 must have a specified (constant) 
duration, and unary numeric constraints on the position of tl on the time line may be 
specified in the form tl 0 c where 0 represents any relation from the set { <, <, =, 2, >} 
and c is a numeric constant. Such constraints allow lower and upper bounds on the start 
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time of the action to be specified and propagated. Similar constraints may be posted 
on the required start times of goal intervals, and also allow the times at which external 
events occur to be defined. 
An action specification using this representation defines the minimal interval over 
which executability conditions must hold for the action to be executable. An executability 
property p is indexed to an interval delimited by the points t and (t + d), where d is 
some numeric duration, by the clause goaZ(p, [t, d] ) . An effect property p is indexed to 
a point t by the clause holds(p, t). If an action’s executability conditions are satisfied, 
and there is no synergistic interference, the effects of the action are assumed to persist 
from the point at which they are asserted until explicitly terminated. Note that the clause 
holds(p, t) does not imply anything about the truth value of p before t. 
Given that p is established at some point t, a point x is defined as the terminator of 
the interval over which p is assumed to hold if and only if the following three conditions 
are satisfied: 
l n establishes a contradictory property to p, 
l t<x, 
l there dloes not exist some point x* which satisfies the above two conditions where 
x* < X. 
In the discussions which follow, it is convenient to call an interval defined by the 
above criterion a property interval. It should be noted however that such an interval is 
not explicitly represented in a plan description. The requirement that a property should 
hold over some interval starting at a given time with a specified duration is represented 
by a goal interval. This type of interval is explicitly represented. 
In an incompletely specified plan description, it may not be possible to definitely 
identify the: terminator of a property interval. This will occur where two potential 
terminators x and x* are unordered, or where a potential terminator of a property p is 
unordered with respect to an establisher of p. In addition, the truth value of a property 
with respect to a given query interval can be nonmonotonic since the terminator of a 
property interval may change when further actions are added to the plan. 
The action instance illustrated in Fig. 7 has an executability condition goal( q, [ tl, dl ] ) 
and an effect holds( 14, tz). The effect is the converse of the executability condition, so 
if this condition is to be satisfied the point t2 must be positioned outside the interval 
specified by [ tl , dl ] . At first sight, this would appear to conflict with the constraint 
tl + d, = t2. The problem can be resolved by defining the point delimiting the end of 
the executability condition interval to be the first representable time after the end of the 
interval. The action’s executability condition interval is therefore defined to start at tl 
and end just before t2. Similarly, the persistence assumption used in this strategy causes 
the points delimiting the ends of property intervals to be positioned just after the ends 
of the intervals themselves. 
Throughout this paper, an interval delimited by a pair of points [ tl, tz] is called 
semi-open if tl is the first point within the interval and t2 is the first representable 
time after the end of the interval. It should be noted that it is inconsistent for the 
distance between the delimiting points of a semi-open interval to be zero since this 
would require the point delimiting the end of the interval to be both inside and outside 
the interval. 
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It is often the case that not all executability conditions of an action need to hold 
throughout the action’s execution duration. An action may also bring about changes to 
the domain before the time at which it completes execution. Use of the simple action 
mode1 defined in this section therefore becomes a serious limitation in application 
domains where concurrent action execution is possible. 
The action structure illustrated in Fig. 7 may be extended to overcome the limitations 
imposed by modelling an action in terms of a single interval to which all executability 
conditions are indexed, and a single point to which all effects are indexed. This is done 
in Deviser by defining a compound action as a consecutive set of simple actions. Each 
simple action has the structure illustrated in Fig. 7. A pair of simple actions are forced 
to be consecutive by the addition of a numeric temporal constraint on the distance 
between their start times. This constraint is also used to define the execution order of 
the action pair. A consecutive set of simple actions may be used to define a single 
compound action which can bring about changes to the domain during its execution 
period. In addition, an interval over which an executability condition of the action must 
hold does not have to be the same as the action’s entire execution period or any other 
executability condition interval. Section 3.5 shows how the action representation used in 
Deviser and its descendants may be further generalised, making this type of compound 
action specification unnecessary. 
3.2. Truth criterion of Strategy AB 
This section defines the Strategy AB truth criterion which gives the conditions under 
which a property p is guaranteed to be true over a semi-open query interval delimited by 
the points tl and (tl + dl ) in a plan description which may be only partially specified. 
The criterion relies on the assumption that a property in a given plan description will 
persist from the point at which it is known to hold until the earliest subsequent time at 
which the converse of the property is known to hold. 
Concurrent action execution is allowed in plans generated by Strategy AB. The truth 
value of a property over a query interval may therefore depend on the interaction 
of simultaneously executing action instances. The set of effects brought about by the 
simultaneous execution of a set of actions will not always be the sum of the effects 
brought about by each action when executed in isolation. In the case where actions 
can interfere with each other some expected effects may not be asserted, and other 
synergistic effects may result which none of the actions could bring about on their 
own. These effects are dependent on the context in which they occur. For example, the 
simultaneous execution of a pair of actions which attempt to place two glass ornaments 
at the same location may result in the destruction of both ornaments. The destruction of 
the ornaments is a synergistic effect. 
A plan description in which such a synergistic effect may occur suffers from syner- 
gistic interfkrence. A very common example of synergistic interference is where two 
or more actions simultaneously require exclusive use of a single resource instance. An 
attempt to execute these actions simultaneously is likely to cause unwanted synergistic 
effects. For example, instructing a robot to simultaneously move forwards and back- 
wards may not result in any movement and (if the robot is badly designed) may cause 
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its motors to burn out. In this example, both “move” actions require exclusive use of 
the robot’s motors. 
Even when a plan is free of resource conflicts, simultaneously executing actions may 
bring about a set of synergistic effects which interfere with the executability of other 
actions scheduled to execute later in the plan. In order for the truth criterion to guarantee 
the truth value of a property over a specified interval, it must therefore check that the 
plan description is free of all such harmful synergistic interference. The conditions under 
which a plan is free of such interference is abstracted in the truth criterion defined in 
this section to the high-level statement “there is no synergistic interference”. The details 
behind this. statement are introduced in Section 5 and further discussed in related papers 
[ 19,201. Ifi 
It should be noted that synergy can also be used constructively to establish goal 
conditions which no single action could achieve by itself. For reasons of computational 
efficiency, a general establishment procedure which uses synergy is not considered here. 
However, there is no reason why compound actions composed of parallel sub-actions 
should not be specified which generate synergistic effects in specific ways. Deviser [ 291 
makes no attempt to prevent synergistic interference in plans, whereas O-Plan [5] does 
attempt to resolve some classes of resource allocation conflict. Wilkins’ SIPE planner 
[ 321 also detects and resolves certain classes of resource conflict and is able to reason in 
a limited way about context-dependent effects. A detailed analysis of resource allocation 
in planning has been undertaken by El-Kholy [ 81. 
In the absence of synergistic interference, a property p will be true over a query 
interval if and only if there exists a point at or before the start of this interval where 
p is known to hold and there is no possibility that p may be terminated between this 
establishing point and the end of the query interval. The following clauses specify the 
above truth criterion more formally. Like all the other truth criterion definitions in this 
paper, all conditions must be deducible from the plan description. 
A property p is true over a semi-open interval delimited by the points tl and 
(tl fdl) if: 
( 1) There exists a point t3 where holds(u, tg) 
(2) p=u 
(3) t? 6 fl 
(4) F’or all points t6 and all properties q such that hokfs(~q, t6) 
either (a) p # q 
or (b) tl +d < f6 
01: (c) For all ways of instantiating domain variables such that p = q 
There exists a point t7 where holds( T, t7) such that t6 < t7 < tl 
and r=p 
(5) There is no synergistic interference 
l5 Synergistic effects are, by definition, context-dependent and are not therefore explicitly encoded in Strategy 
AB action specifications. This means that synergistic interference cannot always be prevented by simply 
protecting the persistence of required properties from premature termination by explicitly asserted contradictory 
effects. Section 5 considers how synergistic interference may be prevented without having to reason explicitly 
about context..dependent effects. 
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Clauses ( 1) to (4) of the above truth criterion are similar to the clauses of the 
state-based truth criterion of Strategy A. Clauses (l), (2) and (3) specify conditions 
for the required property to be established, while clause (4) specifies a maintenance 
condition which checks that p cannot be prematurely terminated by another property 
assertion in the plan description. The possible simultaneous assertion of a pair of con- 
tradictory properties unrelated to p by parallel actions will not be detected by these 
clauses. However, a plan description in which such a paradox is possible indicates that 
some form of synergistic interaction will occur which may indirectly affect the truth 
value of p over the query interval. l6 Some entirely consistent simultaneous property 
assertions may also indicate synergistic interference. Clause (5) of the truth criterion is 
therefore needed to check for such cases. The details of clause (5) are discussed further 
in Section 5. 
The query interval delimited by the points tt and (tt + di) in the above criterion 
is semi-open, requiring di to be greater than zero. If this condition is satisfied, a plan 
generation procedure derived from this criterion can never generate plan descriptions in 
which a goal is achieved by a property asserted at a time at which the converse of that 
property is also asserted. 
The point t7 in clause (4~) of the above criterion may be thought of as a White Knight 
which ensures that in all plan completions where the persistence of p is terminated 
between tg and ti, the property is subsequently reasserted (at or before ti) to ensure the 
query condition is satisfied. Clause (4) must be specified in this way (when references 
to states in the truth criterion are interpreted as ground) for the reasons discussed in 
Section 2.2.3. 
As in the case of the Strategy A truth criterion, interpreting references to states as 
ground may result in the criterion failing to deduce that a query condition is uncondi- 
tionally true in some cases where domain variables are restricted to have finite sets of 
possible values. Fortunately, it is possible to derive a plan generation procedure from this 
criterion which will work correctly under these conditions. Such a procedure commits 
to establishing a required property at a specijc time point instance. It is also unneces- 
sary for this procedure to use White Knights for goal-achievement purposes, for similar 
reasons to those presented in Section 2.3. 
t6 It is interesting to note that, unlike a conventional database approach. the truth criterion is formulated in 
a way which prevents a pair of simultaneously asserted contradictory properties from damaging the logical 
integrity of a plan description. The truth value of a property x at a point r in a plan description containing the 
assertions holds( x, t) and holds( TX, t) is interpreted as unknown because a query to determine if x is true 
over an interval containing t will fail, and a query to determine if x is false over the same interval will also fail. 
Neither x nor -LX is assumed to necessarily hold at I or persist from r. The truth criterion will never return the 
inconsistent answers “X is true over an interval containing r” and “n is false over an interval containing t”. This 
characteristic is actually very useful because although inconsistent property assertions generated by a planner 
which cannot explicitly deduce context-dependent effects is always an indication of the presence of synergistic 
interaction, it is not always the case that this interaction is harmful to plan execution. In cases where the 
apparently contradictory properties are only side-effects of actions, and the implicit context-dependent effects 
indicated by this paradox do not affect the achievement of goals and executability conditions in the real world, 
then the apparent inconsistency could be arguably left in the plan description. This issue is fully explored in 
related papers [ 19,201. 
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It should also be noted that the truth criterion defined in this section requires property 
p to be ex@citly asserted at ts. The criterion is therefore incomplete in the sense that it 
cannot deduce if p can be brought about by the constructive synergistic interaction of 
parallel actions. The ability to reason explicitly about synergistic goal achievement has 
been sacrificed in favour of computational efficiency. 
3.3. Plan generation procedure of Strategy AB 
The plan generation procedure described in this section incrementally modifies a 
plan description to achieve and maintain goal conditions and executability conditions 
over their required intervals. The procedure is derived from the truth criterion defined 
in the previous section. Each iteration of the goal-achievement loop of this procedure 
monotonically achieves one of the goals in the problem to be solved. 
The goal-achievement process is divided into three operations. Firstly, an establishment 
operation chooses some existing time point in the plan description or generates a new 
point (by adding a new action instance) at which the required goal property is known 
to hold. The establishment operation ensures that the property interval initiated by 
this point ‘begins at or before the start of the interval over which the goal property 
is required. Secondly, a maintenance operation ensures the chosen property interval is 
not terminated until after the end of the goal interval by constraining the positions of 
actions which might otherwise explicitly interfere with achievement of the goal. Finally, 
a synergistic interference resolution operation ensures the evolving plan description is 
free of synergistic effects which could indirectly affect the satisfaction of required goal 
conditions. 
The following eight data sets are used to represent both a problem specification and a 
description of the plan constructed by the system to solve the problem. The data sets are 
similar to those used in Strategy A, but have been revised and extended in the manner 
described in Section 3.1, allowing numeric temporal constraints on time points to be 
represented and propagated. 
l pending: A set of goals which have not yet been achieved. All elements in pending 
are of the form goal(p, [t, d]) where t is the start time of a semi-open interval 
over which the goal property p is required to hold. The end of this interval is 
delimited by the point (t + d) where d is a numeric distance value greater than 
zero. 
l properties: A set of properties known to hold at specific time points. All elements 
in properties are of the form holds(p, t) where t is the time at which property p 
is known to hold. 
l numerics: A set of numeric constraints on the absolute position of time points 
on the time line and metric constraints on the distance between pairs of time 
points. All elements in numerics are either of the form tl 0 c, or tl 0 t2 + c 
where tl and t2 are time points, c is a constant and 0 is a relation in the set 
{<, 6.,=, 2, >}. 
l objects: A declaration of the names of all relevant objects in the application domain. 
This data set is static and is used only to determine the possible values of partially 
constrained domain variables. 
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pending := list of goals to achieve and maintain over specified intervals 
properties := description of initial domain state at 10, and subsequent scheduled external events 
numerics := list of numeric constraints on time points in the initial problem specification 
objects := set of domain object declarations 
bindings := codesignation constraints on variables in initial problem specification 
specifications := list of action specifications 
actions 
protected 
while pending is not empty do: 




choose or create a point T3 at which 
property U is asserted 
remove threats to protected property 
intervals caused by adding a new action to 
the plan 
resolve any synergistic interference 




position T3 such that T3.5 Tl 
constrain U such that U = P 
maintain U from T3 to (Tl + Dl) 




Fig. 8. Overview of plan generation procedure (Strategy AB). 
l bindings: A set of unary and binary codesignation constraints. All elements in 
bindings are of the form et 0 e2 where et is a domain variable and e2 is either a 
domain variable or a set of one or more object names. In the case where e2 is a 
domain variable, the symbol 0 must be a relation in the set {=, Z}. In the case 
where e2 is a set of object names, then 0 must be a relation in the set {E, $}. 
l speczfkations: A set of action specifications. Instances of actions specified in this 
set may be added to a plan description to achieve goals. Each specification is made 
up of a set of executability conditions, a set of context-independent effects, a set 
of codesignation constraints and a generic name. 
l actions: A set of action instance names indexed to their respective execution in- 
tervals. All elements in actions are of the form action(a, [t, d]) where t is the 
start point of the interval of duration d over which the action instance named a 
executes. Action instance names are not used by the plan generation procedure, but 
are essential in annotating a plan. 
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l protected: A set of teleological records specifying the establishing point of an 
achieved goal. All elements in protected are of the form protect(p, [ tl, [ t2, d2]]) 
where tl is the establishing point of a property p used to achieve a goal indexed to 
a semi-open interval delimited by the points t2 and (12 + d2) where d2 is a numeric 
distance value. Persistence of p from tl is protected until the point (t2 + d2). 
An outline of a plan generation procedure using the above data sets is illustrated 
in Fig. 8. The figure shows the initial state of these data sets along with a high-level 
description of the goal-achievement loop of the procedure. A reference point to is used 
to represenl: the start of plan execution time. A description of the state of the application 
domain at to, along with subsequent scheduled external events are specified in properties, 
while the goals of the problem are specified in pending. Numeric constraints on the 
positions of time points used in the problem specification are stored in numerics, while 
initial code.signation constraints on domain variables are stored in bindings. Initially, the 
actions and protected data sets are empty. 
Recall that the example plan generation procedures in this paper do not commit to 
particular search algorithms, thereby enabling the characteristics of alternative classes 
of planner to be compared. Recall from Section 2.4 that the significance of the order in 
which some of the constraints are asserted in a planner’s goal-achievement loop depends 
on its adopted search strategy. In implementations where an underlying constraint solver 
can accept disjunctive constraint assertions, the choice of whether to constrain u to 
codesignate with p after removing threats to protected property intervals or vice versa 
is of no significance. 
Detailed descriptions of subroutines 1 and 2 which define the body of the goal- 
achievement loop in the above illustration are given in Figs. 9 and 10 respectively. Each 
consistent set of choices made in the goal-achievement loop defines a permissible plan 
state transformation. Plan states containing inconsistent constraints are treated as dead 
end points -in the search graph. I7 
It should be noted that the details of how subroutine 1 resolves synergistic interference 
are not given in this paper. The level of detail presented here matches the definition of 
the truth criterion of this strategy given in the previous section. A full discussion of how 
synergistic interference may be efficiently prevented is given in a related paper [ 191. 
The plan generation procedure defined in this section guarantees that goal achieve- 
ment in an evolving plan description is always monotonic. It is also possible to specify 
a nonmonotonic version of the procedure along similar lines to the approach outlined 
in Section 2.5. The nonmonotonic version of the strategy allows achieved goals to be 
threatened and then reachieved by alternative means without backtracking. Any redun- 
I7 Dechter, Meiri and Pearl [7] have shown that the consistency of a set of conjunctive temporal constraints, 
such as the set associated with a particular plan state, can be determined in 0(n3) execution steps where 
n is the number of time points in the plan state. Dechter, Meiri and Pearl go on to show that consistency 
can be determined by various path consistency algorithms which are likely to perform much better than 
O(n”) in typical cases. Note however, that the overall problem of finding a globally consistent solution to 
a set of temporal constraints containing disjunctions is NP-hard [7]. This is the overall temporal problem 
that a planner must solve by searching the space of plan states. Mackworth [21] observes that computing 
the consistency of a set of codesignation constraints is an NP-complete problem in the case where domain 
variables have finite sets of possible bindings. 
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begin subroutine 1 
I 
choose some existing holds(U,TI) 
already in properties such that 
length(U) = length(P) 
choose some action specification in speciffcations 
from which a new action instance a can be generated 
with an executability condition interval starting at T2 
with a duration of D2 and an effect assertion point T3. 
Choose some effect holds(U,T3) such that 
length(U) = length(P). The symbols a, 12 and T3, 
along with the symbols representing all of the domain 
variables in a must be new to the plan description. 
add al executablity condsions of a to pending 
add al effects of a to properties 
add aQ codesignation constraints in a to bindings 
add tLl 5 T2 to numerics 
add T3 = T2 + D2 to numerics 
add actfon(a,[T2,D2)) to actions 
for all holds(y0,T3) in the effects of a 
for all protect(Fl,[T4,[T5,D5]]) in protected 
such that length(R) = length(Q) 
l. 
choose an element El from Q 
and a corresponding element 
E2 from R 
end for all 
end for all 
I 
resolve any synergistic interference 
caused bv the introduction of a 
end subroutine 1 
Fig. 9. Subroutine 1 of goat-achievement loop (Strategy AB) 
dant actions in a plan generated by the nonmonotonic approach can be inexpensively 
removed at the end of the plan generation process by dependency directed deletion. Since 
the execution times of all actions will have been fixed before redundant actions are re- 
moved, a plan generated in this way may contain intervals of unnecessary inactivity. 
Whether this is important will depend on the application domain. 
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begin subroutine 2 
(-GG+x-) 
for all corresponding elements E3 and E4 in P and U 
add E3 = E4 to bindings 
I 
end for all 
I 
for all holds(A&TG) in properties 
such that length(Q) = length(U) 
I 
choose an element E5 from Q 
and a corresponding element 
E6 from U 
end for all 
I 
add protect(U,[T3,[fl ,Dl]] to protected 
remove goal(P,[Tl ,Dl]) from pending 
I 
end subroutine 2 
Fig. 10. Subroutine 2 of goal-achievement loop (Strategy AB). 
3.4. Search space 
The ability to specify deadlines by which the goals of a problem must be achieved 
not only extends the range of problems which may be solved by a planner, but also 
provides a (convenient mechanism for pruning the planner’s search graph. Recall that 
all actions expressed in the Strategy AB representation have a semi-open executability 
condition interval. This means that all actions must have a nonzero execution duration. 
The specification of a finite deadline by which a goal must be achieved will therefore 
limit the number of sequential actions which may be scheduled between the start of plan 
execution time and the deadline. 
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In a plan representation where actions may be specified to require exclusive use of 
particular resource instances over their execution durations, it is possible to limit the 
number of actions which may be scheduled for simultaneous execution. If all the goals 
of a problem are assigned finite deadlines, and the number of concurrently executable 
actions is constrained to some finite value then the graph of plan states searched by 
the planner is also finite. Under such conditions, a plan generation procedure which is 
both complete and correct will find a solution to a problem (if one exists) in finite time 
or, if no solution exists, it will terminate with a failure message, also in finite time. 
Breadth-first search need not be used to guarantee this characteristic, allowing more 
efficient knowledge directed search to be used. 
A full analysis of resource allocation strategies and methods of preventing synergistic 
interference is outside the scope of this paper. It is worth noting however that for a given 
problem, the graph of plan states searched by a plan generation procedure capable of 
scheduling actions for concurrent execution will usually have a higher branching factor 
than the graph searched by a procedure designed to generate strictly sequential plans. 
This is because a larger number of constraints will normally be chosen and added to 
a plan description on each iteration of the goal-achievement loop of a planner which 
must resolve synergistic interference. Expanding the details of the truth criterion clause 
dealing with synergistic interference reveals the details of this extended search graph 
[ 19,201. 
A plan state in which all goal conditions are unconditionally satisfied and all con- 
straints are consistent represents a class of executable plans. A plan generation procedure 
is designed to discover such a solution state. Once a solution state has been found it is 
necessary to extract an executable plan instance from it, where each action has a speci$c 
start time and each domain variable is bound to a specific object. Such a plan instance 
can be extracted from a solution state in two stages. Firstly, the tightest (minimal) set 
of consistent constraints is deduced from the set of constraints in the solution state. The 
lower bounds on the distances between time points allowed by the minimal temporal 
constraint set are then chosen to be the actual distances between points in the extracted 
plan, and domain variables are assigned consistent object labels. Choosing the mutu- 
ally consistent lower bounds on the distance between points in the minimal temporal 
constraint set finds one of the plans in the solution state with the shortest execution time. 
Although finding the minimal set of temporal constraints in numerics (a conjunctive 
set) can be found by an algorithm which runs in time 0( n3) in the worst case where n is 
the number of time points, it should be remembered that the overall problem of finding 
a globally consistent solution to a set of temporal constraints containing disjunctions is 
NP-hard [ 71. In addition, recall that computing a minimal network for a set of codes- 
ignation constraints is an NP-complete problem [ 211. Efficient constraint propagation 
mechanisms and the use of knowledge directed search techniques are therefore vital to 
the feasibility of the strategy. 
3.5. Extending the strategy 
This section shows how the plan representation, truth criterion and example plan 
generation procedure of Strategy AB can be refined and extended. First, it is shown 
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how the plan representation used by Currie and Tate’s O-Plan [5] removes some of the 
limitations of Strategy AB. This approach is then further generalised to define Planning 
Strategy B. ‘* 
The duration of an action instance in the Strategy AB representation must be always 
fully specified. In some applications, the duration of an action instance may depend on 
the objects in the domain with which the action is associated. For example, the time 
taken to move a book from one room to another in the same building will normally be 
much shorter than the time taken to move the book to a room located in a different city. 
The duration of an action may therefore not be fully known until variables representing 
objects in the domain are fully instantiated. 
A planner based on Strategy AB that incrementally specifies the objects associated 
with actions in an evolving plan could temporarily treat the duration of an action as 
zero until all the objects associated with it become fully defined. A temporary execution 
duration of zero would not cause inconsistencies to be brought about by asserting 
arbitrary (constant) duration constraints in an evolving plan which must achieve goals 
within prescribed deadlines. Clearly, the consistency of temporal constraints would need 
to be rechecked once the actual duration of the action became known, and backtracking 
initiated if constraints were found to be inconsistent. 
It is possible to enhance the efficiency of such a planner by extending its plan repre- 
sentation in a way that allows the duration of actions to be specified incrementally. By 
computing the lower and upper bounds on the durations of incompletely specified actions 
it is often possible to detect temporal inconsistencies in an evolving plan description 
much earlier than if the duration of an action is only computed once the objects with 
which it is associated are completely specified. 
The O-Plan system follows this approach [5]. The lower and upper bounds on an 
action’s duration can be incrementally updated by a set of functions which compute du- 
ration bounds given a set of domain variables which may be only partially instantiated. 
These domain specific functions will be referred to as Constraint Propagation functions 
(CP-functicns) in this paper. They are used to infer temporal constraints from codes- 
ignation constraints on domain variables. As the possible values of domain variables 
are incrementally constrained by the assertion of new codesignation constraints, relevant 
CP-functions are reevaluated to see if tighter numeric bounds on action durations can 
be computed. 
The O-Plan representation allows partial specification of the duration of goal intervals, 
along with constraints which restrict the positions of their delimiting points. In the 
Deviser representation, it is not necessary to explicitly represent the point delimiting 
the end of a goal interval since the duration of such an interval must be always fully 
specified. In the latter representation, the point delimiting the end of a goal interval 
starting at a point tg must be positioned at ( tg + d,) where ds is a fully instantiated 
numeric value. This goal interval may be ordered before an interval starting at a point 
‘s The O-Plan architecture has significantly changed and evolved since its inception in the mid-1980s. It 
should be noted that the version of O-Plan discussed in this paper is that summarised in Artificial InteUigence 
52 (1991) 49-.86. It is understood that the architecture of later versions has been significantly revised and 
extended. 
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t, by asserting the constraint tg + d, < tp. The constraint does not use a symbol 
representing the point delimiting the end of the goal interval. An example of the use of 
this constraint format appears in clause (4b) of the Strategy AB truth criterion defined 
in Section 3.2. 
A constraint ordering a goal interval is starting at a point tg before an interval starting 
at a point t, in the O-Plan representation must restrict the point delimiting the end of is 
to be at or before tp. Explicit use must be made of a symbol representing the end point 
of is to ensure the two intervals remain ordered irrespective of their final durations, and 
yet remain minimally constrained. 
The truth criterion of such an extended representation in which a query interval is 
specified by both of its delimiting points is given below: 
A property p is true over a semi-open interval delimited by the points [ tl, t2] if: 
( 1) There exists a point tg where holds(u, t3) 
(2) P = u 
(3) t3 6 t1 
(4) For all points t6 and all properties 4 such that holds( 14, t6) 
either (a) p f 4 
or (b) r2 < t6 
or (c) For all ways of instantiating domain variables such that p = q 
There exists a point t7 where holds( r, t7) such that t6 < t7 < tl 
and r = p 
(5) There is no synergistic interference 
This truth criterion differs from that defined in Section 3.2 by referencing the point 
delimiting the end of the query interval. This change does not affect the branching 
factor of the plan-state graph searched by a plan generation procedure derived from 
this criterion. It should be noted that a goal interval delimited by the points [ tl , t2] is 
semi-open in the sense that tl is interpreted as the first point within the interval and t2 is 
interpreted as the first representable time after the end of the interval. This interpretation 
enables an action to be specified with an executability condition goal@, [ tl, tz]) and 
an effect holds( up, t2). This effect does not interfere with the satisfaction of the exe- 
cutability condition since t2 lies outside the interval to which the executability condition 
is indexed. 
Like Deviser, O-Plan uses a two-stage scheduling process within each cycle of its goal- 
achievement loop which separates the checking of ordering constraints on actions from 
the checking of numeric distance constraints on time points. The first part of this process 
is based on a Strategy A goal-achievement procedure in which all references to domain 
states are replaced by references to time points. Only (qualitative) ordering constraints 
can be checked for consistency by this first stage. Inconsistencies arising from numeric 
constraints on the required distance between time points remain undetected. The partial 
order on actions defined by the first stage of the process is then used by the second 
stage which attempts to update the lower and upper bounds on the positions of all time 
points in the plan description to satisfy numeric temporal constraints. Backtracking is 
initiated if the constraints cannot be satisfied, forcing O-Plan to consider alternative plan 
state transformations. 
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It is possible to represent both qualitative ordering constraints on time points, and 
metric dist.ance constraints between pairs of points as a set of linear inequalities in the 
standard form t 1 - t2 < c. Lower and upper bounds on the distance between two points 
may be represented by a pair of inequalities in this form. If two points are unordered, 
then the lower bound of the distance between them will be negative, while the upper 
bound will be positive. Such a representation provides a unified framework in which 
to reason albout both qualitative and quantitative temporal constraints, allowing all such 
constraints to be represented by a single network of time points. I9 
Temporal constraints expressed in this integrated representation subsume the con- 
straint representations of both Deviser and O-Plan. Lower and upper bounds on the 
duration of an action may be specified as in the O-Plan approach. These bounds may 
be computed, and when necessary further constrained, by a CP-function which exam- 
ines the possible bindings of the action’s domain variables. The bounds on the duration 
of an action may also be constrained by the algorithm used to decide if the temporal 
constraint set is consistent. This makes it possible for an appropriately defined set of 
CP-functions to generate restrictions on the values of domain variables as a result of 
the imposition of tighter temporal constraints on a plan description. Thus, it is possible 
for bidirectional propagation to occur between the sets of codesignation and temporal 
constraints. 
So far, this section has shown how the plan representation of Strategy AB can be 
generalisedl to allow partial specification of the durations of actions and goal intervals. 
It is possible (and highly desirable) to generalise the structure of actions in this class 
of plan representation still further. Section 3.1 has revealed a significant representational 
limitation of the basic action structure used in Deviser and O-Plan and has presented a 
somewhat clumsy way of overcoming this limitation based on the notion of compound 
actions. This notion allows each basic action in a plan description to be built up around 
a pair of ordered time points as illustrated in Fig. 7. 
The reason why planners such as Deviser constrain the structure of actions in this 
way is historical. The structure of an action based around a time point defining the start 
of an interval over which all executability conditions (preconditions) are required to 
hold, and a. subsequent point at which all effects (postconditions) are asserted is similar 
to the structure of a state-based action. This should become clear by comparing Figs. 1 
and 7. By incrementally extending the state-based representation of actions, much of 
the work pioneered in Sacerdoti’s NOAH planner [26] and extended by Tate’s Nonlin 
system [27] was able to be directly absorbed into later systems. In particular, Sacerdoti’s 
“procedural network” of actions was able to be used as the basic data structure with 
which to represent an evolving plan. 
The truth criterion presented in this section does not constrain actions to be struc- 
tured in this way however. In general, an action in Strategy B can be specified in terms 
of any number of ordered, uniquely named time points. Lower and upper bounds on 
the distance between pairs of points in such a specification may be defined by a set 
of temporal constraints. The duration of an action expressed in this generalised repre- 
sentation does not have to be the same as the duration of any executability condition 
I9 It is understood that this representation has been adopted by several planners, including O-Plan 2. 
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interval of that action. It is therefore necessary to introduce a new interval type called 
an action interval of the form action( a, [ tl , t2] ) where fl and t2 are time points used 
to delimit the execution interval of an action instance named a. This interval type is 
not used explicitly by the plan generation procedure, but is essential in annotating plan 
descriptions. 
An executability condition of an action expressed in the representation used by Strat- 
egy B may span the entire execution duration of the action, or may be defined to span 
some sub-interval of this duration. An executability condition p may be indexed to an 
interval delimited by the time points t3 and t4 by the form guul(p, [ t3, t4] ). An effect 
interval of an action over which some property q is assumed to hold may be defined to 
start at a point t5 positioned at or after the start of the action’s execution interval by the 
form holds( q, ts). 
Metric constraints on the distance between a pair of time points in an action spec- 
ification may be represented by the form tl [l, u] t2 where 1 and u are the lower and 
upper bounds respectively on the distance between the points tl and t2. Each constraint 
of this form may be interpreted by a consistency decision algorithm as a pair of linear 
inequalities of the form tl - t2 < -1 and t2 - tl < u.~’ 
Goal achievement in Strategy B may be either monotonic or nonmonotonic. In 
the monotonic version of the strategy, elements in protected are of the form 
protect(p, [ tl , t2] ) where t1 is a point at which a property p is known to hold. Persis- 
tence of p is protected over the interval delimited by tl and t2. 
The procedural network of actions used in Deviser and O-Plan was originally devel- 
oped to represent qualitative ordering constraints on actions in a plan generated under 
Strategy A. Each action in Strategy A is specified in terms of a set of preconditions in- 
dexed to some domain state s1 and a set of postconditions indexed to some immediately 
following state ~2. Clearly, a procedural network is not able to represent a plan state 
where actions do not conform to this simple precondition-postcondition model. 
The two-stage scheduling process used by Deviser and O-Plan can be simplified by 
expressing ordering constraints on actions in terms of numeric distance constraints on 
pairs of time points. Temporal reasoning in this unified approach uses only a network 
of time points. A procedural network used to represent a separated set of ordering 
constraints on actions is not needed. Indeed, the use of such a data structure would 
introduce undesirable limitations and complications in the temporal reasoning component 
of a planner based on Strategy B. With hindsight it is clear that the simplified approach 
to temporal reasoning defined in this section can subsume all of the temporal reasoning 
capabilities of Deviser and O-Plan. 
There is no longer any need for the notion of a compound action in the representa- 
tion used by Strategy B, except in domains where goal properties must be established 
synergistically. Where synergistic establishment must be used, a compound action may 
*O Dechter, Meiri and Pearl show how temporal constraints expressed in this format can be interpreted as a 
directed edge-weighted graph. The nodes of this graph represent time points and a weight w on a directed 
edge linking a node tl to another node t2 represent a distance constraint on the points of the form 11 - 22 < W. 
It can be shown that the set of constraints represented by the graph is consistent if and only if the graph has 
no negative cycles. This can be efficiently determined in 0(n3) execution steps where n is the number of 
nodes in the graph [ 71. 
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Fig. 11. Representation of an action in Strategy B. 
be defined which is composed of two or more basic actions which are constrained to 
execute concurrently, and a set of synergistic effects. ” 
Fig. 11 gives an example of the structure of an action expressed in the Strategy B 
representation which is defined in terms of the three time points tl, f2 and tg. The lower 
bound 1 and the upper bound u on the distance between two time points is represented 
in the diagram by positioning the symbols [f, U] under the line connecting the points. 
The execution duration of this action (delimited by tl and t3) is constrained to be 
between 7 and 9 time units. An executability condition p is required to hold over the 
entire execution duration, and another condition q is required to hold up until 2 time 
units from the point at which execution finishes. Tkvo effects are asserted by the action. 
An effect r is asserted at the time execution of the action begins, and an effect up is 
asserted at lthe point execution finishes. 
Further interval types may be defined for use by the planner’s synergistic interference 
resolution mechanism. For example, a resource interval may be used to define the 
duration over which an action requires exclusive use of a resource instance of a specified 
type. 22 The use of resource intervals in maintaining a plan description which is free of 
synergistic interference is briefly discussed in Section 5 and considered further in [ 191 
and [20]. 
Fig. 12 gives an overview of the monotonic version of the Strategy B plan generation 
procedure. As in Strategy AB, the reference point to is used to denote the time at 
which plan execution begins. Detailed definitions of subroutines 1 and 2 which define 
the body o-f’ the goal-achievement loop in the above procedure are given in Figs. 13 
and 14 respectively. Subroutines 1 and 2 of the Strategy B plan generation procedure 
*’ The persistence of a synergistic effect may sometimes depend on the persistence of the properties which 
brought it about. This complication will not be considered here. 
**The use of resource intervals to prevent certain forms of synergistic interference is well established in 
planners such as O-Plan [5] and parcPLAN [ 171. 
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pending := set of goals to achieve and maintain over specified intervals 
properties := description of initial domain state at 10 and subsequent scheduled external events 
numerics := set of numeric constraints on time points in initial problem specification 
objects := set of domain object declarations 
bindings := codesignation constraints on variables in initial problem specification 
specifications := set of action specifications 
actions :=[] 
protected := [] 
while pending is not empty do: 
select from pending some goal(P,[Tl ,T2]) 
I 
subroutfne 1 
choose or create a point T3 at which a 
property U is specified to hold 
remove threats to protected property 
intervals caused by adding a new action to 
the plan 
resolve any synergistic interference caused 
by adding a new action to the plan 
subroutine 2 
position T3 such that T3 s Tl 
constrain U such that U = P 
maintain U from T3 to 12 
protect U over the interval [T3,T2] 
I 
end while 
Fig. 12. Overview of plan generation procedure (Strategy B). 
differ from their counterparts defined for Strategy AB (illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10) in 
the following respects: 
Firstly, the duration of goal intervals may be incrementally specified and so the right- 
hand end of protection intervals must be specified in terms of the right-hand end points 
of respective goal intervals. In Strategy AB, the right-hand end of protection intervals 
are computed by adding an appropriate fixed duration to the start point of respective 
goal intervals. 
Secondly, there is no conceptual restriction on the number of time points which may 
be used to define executability conditions, effects and temporal constraints in an action 
instance. Executability conditions do not have to span the entire execution duration 
of their respective actions, and effects may be asserted at any time during an action’s 
execution duration. Subroutine 1 (Fig. 13) is able to add sets of executability conditions, 
effects and temporal constraints with these characteristics to an evolving plan description 
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begin subroutine 1 
choose some existing holds(UT3) 
already in properties such that 
length(U) = length(P) 
choose some action specification in specifications 
from which a new action instance a can be generated 
and choose some effect holds(U,TB) such that 
length(U) = length(P). The symbol a, along with the set 
of symbols representing the time points and domain 
variables in a must be new to the plan description. 
add all executability conditions of a to pending 
add all effects of a to properties 
add the action interval of a to actions 
add all codesignation constraints in a to bindings 
add the set of temporal constraints on the time 
points in a to numerics along with constraints to 
ensure that all of these points occur at or after t0 
for all holds(-Q,TS) in the effects of a 
for all protect(RJT7,TBI) in protected 
such that length(R) = length(O) 
choose an element El from 0 
and a corresponding element 
E2 from R 
I 
end for all 
end for all 
resolve any synergistic interference 
caused by the introduction of a 
end subroutine 1 
Fig. 13. Subroutine 1 of goal-achievement loop (Strategy B). 
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whenever a new action instance is introduced. It should be noted that a single action 
expressed in the Strategy B representation may assert some required goal property, then 
assert its negation and finally reassert the property. Subroutine 1 may therefore have a 
choice of time points at which a selected action asserts a required property. 
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begin subroutine 2 
I 
add T3 I Tl to numerics 
I 
for all corresponding elements E3 and E4 in P and U 
add E3 = E4 to bindings 
I 
end for all 
I 
for all holds(AJ,TG) in properties 
such that length(Q) = length(U) 
end for all 
add protect(U,[T3,12]) to protected 
remove goal(P,[Tl,T2]) from pending 
I 
end subroutine 2 
Fig. 14. Subroutine 2 of goal-achievement loop (Strategy B) 
4. Planning Strategy C 
The planning strategy defined in the previous section is based on the assumption that 
a condition brought about by the execution of an action will continue until it is explicitly 
negated by a subsequent action or external event. This makes it impossible to define 
actions which can affect properties for only limited periods of time. For example, an 
action to heat a dish of vegetables in a canteen will only make a significant difference to 
the temperature of the dish for about fifteen minutes after the completion of the action. 
There is no dependency between execution of the heating action and the temperature of 
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the dish th’e following day, although this cannot be specified in Strategy B. It would not 
be correct to simply assert the fact that the dish is cold fifteen minutes after the end 
of the heating action since this could interfere with the effect of a later heating action 
scheduled to begin a few minutes after the first. 
This section defines Planning Strategy C, an approach in which the effects of actions 
are indexed to time intervals. The temporal scope of these intervals may be constrained 
by explicitly specified lower and upper bounds, allowing actions to be specified which 
can only affect the application domain for limited time periods. A planner using this 
extended plan representation is able to solve a wider class of problems than planners 
based on strategies A or B at the expense of reasoning with a larger number of temporal 
variables. 
Plans formulated under Strategy C may be represented in a temporal database with 
similar characteristics to Dean and McDermott’s Time Map Manager [6]. The ap- 
proach to temporal reasoning used by this strategy is also similar to that used in the 
Time Map Manager. All intervals in the representation are defined in terms of their 
delimiting points (a characteristic inherited from Strategy B) thereby requiring ordering 
constraints on intervals to be expressed in terms of an order on time points. Qualita- 
tive constraints on the order of time points along with quantitative constraints on their 
relative distance are expressed in the integrated format described in Section 3.5 and 
further discussed in [ 71. Strategy C also inherits the restriction in strategies A and B 
preventing action effects from being specified in a way that can vary with execution 
context. 
The pan:PLAN system [ 171 is an example of a planner based on Strategy C. This 
system has its foundations in an interval-based temporal logic called IQ [24] which 
overcomes some of the representational disadvantages of the Time Map Manager. In 
particular, intervals expressed in IQ do not have to be closed, allowing the point delim- 
iting the start or end of a property interval to be excluded from the interval itself. This 
simplifies the specification of actions which cause two contradictory properties to hold 
over consecutive intervals. Other examples of planners based on Strategy C are Miller, 
Firby and IDean’s FORBIN planner [ 231 and the CAPS system [ 19,201. 
4.1. Plan representation 
In many respects, the representation of a plan in Strategy C is similar to that used 
in Strategy B. The fundamental difference between the two approaches lies in the fact 
that the effects of actions and external events in the representation described in this 
section are indexed to intervals rather than points. This allows increased flexibility in 
the specification of the temporal scope of such effects, usually at the expense of a 
moderate increase in the amount of work required to generate a plan. 
Each action in this representation is specified in terms of (at least) three interval types. 
The interval over which action execution occurs is defined by an action interval of the 
form action(a, [ tl, t2] ). The time points tl and t2 in this clause delimit the execution 
interval of an action instance named a. The executability conditions of an action are 
defined by a set of goal intervals of the form goaZ(p, [13, td]) while its effects are 
defined by a set of property intervals of the form hoZds(p, [tg, tb]). Resource intervals 
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may also be defined within action specifications to prevent synergistic interference, but 
such matters are outside the immediate scope of this discussion. 
The distance between a pair of time points in a plan description can be restricted by 
temporal constraints of the form tl [ 1, u] tz where 1 is the lower bound on the distance 
between points tl and t2, and u is the upper bound. Lower and upper bounds on the 
duration of all interval types may be specified using constraints of this form. Both 1 and 
u in a constraint restricting the duration of an interval must be positive. This ensures 
the point delimiting the start of the interval occurs before the point delimiting the end 
of the interval thereby guaranteeing that plans generated by this strategy are causally 
valid. 
In common with Strategy B, temporal reasoning in Strategy C is performed with re- 
spect to a discrete time line. The plan representations used by both strategies implicitly 
constrain the positions of all time points on such a line to be integer multiples of some 
time quantum 6. This ensures that a practical system working with finite precision arith- 
metic can reliably distinguish between the constraint tl < t:! represented by tl [a, co] t2 
and the constraint tl < t:! represented by tl [ 0, ca] t2. 
A second common characteristic of strategies B and C is that all interval types are 
classified as semi-open. Recall that a semi-open interval delimited by the points [ tl , t2] 
begins at tl and ends just before t2. 23 It is often the case that fewer time points 
are required in action specifications defined in terms of semi-open intervals than in 
equivalent specifications defined in terms of fully closed intervals which contain both 
of their delimiting points. This is because an effect up brought about by an action at a 
time t is often the converse of a condition p required to hold before t in order to make 
the action executable. For example, an action to stack some object X on another object Y 
has an executability condition that Y is clear over some interval i. Successful execution 
of this action means that Y is not clear over an interval which begins immediately 
after the end of i. This can be consistently represented in Strategy C using only three 
time points by the clauses go&( clear( Y) , [ tl , tz] ) and holds( x/ear-( Y) , [ t2, tg] ) . The 
point t2 is outside the goal interval and inside the property interval since both are 
semi-open. 
If a representation was chosen where intervals were closed at both ends, the point t2 
in the above example would be inside both intervals preventing the goal from ever being 
achieved. The specification would need to be reformulated under such circumstances, so 
that the point delimiting the end of the goal interval was next to, but distinct from the 
point delimiting the start of the property interval. Specification of these intervals would 
require a total of four time points, increasing the amount of computation required to 
propagate temporal constraints. 
All property intervals in the representation used by Strategy C are assumed to be 
homogeneous in the sense that a property specified to be true over an interval i is 
assumed to be true over all sub-intervals of i. Fig. 15 shows an example of a property 
interval delimited by the points tl and t2 which is both homogeneous and semi-open. 
*j It would be perfectly reasonable for the point delimiting the end of an interval to be the last point within 
that interval, and the point delimiting the start of the interval to be the first representable time before the start 
of the interval, but this is not the chosen convention. 
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holds(p,[tl,t2]) 
0 0 0 0 0 
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effect intervals -I holds(r,[ti,bs]) i m 
holds(-p,[to,trl]) 
Fig. 16. Representation f an action in Strategy C. 
The points tl and tz are positioned at times 0 and 58 respectively. Since all temporal 
reasoning is performed with respect to a discrete time line, the only points along an 
interval which have relevance to any computation are at integer multiples of the time 
quantum 8. The assumption that all property intervals are homogeneous enables a system 
to infer that p is true in the above example at times S, 28, 36 and 48. The truth value 
of p is not specified at time 56 because the point t2 delimiting the end of the interval 
is not contained within the interval itself. The value of the time quantum 8 is chosen 
to scale the integer time line to fit a particular application. This value should be greater 
than zero, and less than the duration of the shortest nonzero interval which may need to 
be reasoned with in the application domain. 
The structure of an example action instance containing action, goal and property 
intervals is illustrated in Fig. 16. Each interval is represented in the diagram as a solid 
line delimited by a pair of time points. Upper and lower bounds on the distance between 
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points are shown in square brackets. It should be remembered that although intervals 
are drawn as solid lines extending to their respective delimiting points, they are in fact 
discrete and semi-open. 
The illustration shows the structure of an action instance a with an execution dura- 
tion of between 7 and 9 time units. An executability condition p is required to hold 
throughout the execution duration, while a second condition q is required to hold from 
the time execution of the action begins up until 2 time units before execution completes. 
These goal intervals are the minimal intervals over which the conditions must hold for 
the action to be executable. 
The action has two effects r and 1~. If the action executes successfully (without 
synergistic interference) then it is known that I will be true throughout the action’s 
execution duration and will persist for between 1 and 7 time units after execution has 
completed. Similarly, it is known that p will be false for between 1 and 7 time units 
after successfully completing execution of the action. A property interval specifies the 
minimal interval over which a property has a known truth value. Nothing can be inferred 
about the truth value of r and p outside their respective property intervals. It should 
be noted that points r4 and ts in the above figure are unordered. In a fully instantiated 
plan description, it would be possible for them to be positioned at the same place 
on the time line if no tighter temporal constraints were asserted during the planning 
process. 
The ability to specify property intervals which begin at the start of an action’s exe- 
cution duration allows plans to be generated where an effect of one action can satisfy 
an executability condition of a second action scheduled to execute concurrently with the 
first. In this respect the representation is no different to that used in Strategy B where 
only the start points of property intervals are defined within action specifications. The 
representations used in strategies B and C both allow the duration of a property interval 
to depend on factors external to the action specification in which the start time of the 
interval is defined. However, the representations are seen to diverge when the ways in 
which a property interval’s duration may be limited from within its action specification 
are examined. 
Indexing the effects of an action to points restricts the number of ways in which the 
temporal scope of these effects may be limited. If a property p is known to be true at a 
time point tt in the representation used by Strategy B then the persistence assumption 
leads a system reasoning with this representation to infer that p is true at all subsequent 
times up until the first point after ti where p is known to be false. If no such terminator 
exists, then p is assumed to be true indefinitely. 
However, in many domains an action may only affect a property for a limited period. 
The example introduced at the beginning of Section 4 concerning the heating of a 
dish of vegetables is a case in point. Although the temperature of the dish at lunch 
time is entirely independent of any heating action performed the day before, this kind 
of behaviour cannot be specified in the representation used by Strategy B without 
introducing undesirable side-effects. This is because an interval over which a property 
is assumed to hold cannot be terminated without asserting the converse of the property. 
Fig. 17 gives an example of how terminating a property interval in this way can lead to 
flawed reasoning. 








holds(dish-hot,k) : holds(-dish-hot,ts) 
I 
i action(a2,[t4$]); 
t4 ; 15 :







Fig. 17. Example of flawed reasoning in Strategy B. 
The illustration shows two instances of an action to heat a vegetable dish expressed 
in the representation used by Strategy B. The action instances (named al and a~) 
are ordered such that a2 begins execution a short while after al finishes. Executability 
conditions are omitted from the diagram. Execution of at results in an effect dish-hot 
starting at 1’2. To prevent this condition persisting forever, the effect -&h-hot is asserted 
at tg, a point constrained to occur 15 minutes after tp. Execution of u2 results in a similar 
sequence of effect assertions. 
The interval Y shows the period of time over which the two heating actions will, 
in reality, keep the dish hot. The interval starts at the time the earlier heating action 
raises the temperature of the dish to a sufficiently high level, and ends 15 minutes after 
the later action stops heating the dish. Unfortunately this differs from interval X which 
shows the period over which the Strategy B truth criterion infers that the dish is hot 
since the property interval beginning at t5 is terminated at tg. 24 
Effects in the representation used by Strategy C are indexed to intends rather than 
points. The truth value of a property at any time point positioned outside the intervals 
to which the property is indexed is unknown. No assumptions are made regarding the 
truth value of the property at such times. The duration of a property interval may be 
24 Clearly, a planner based on Strategy B is unable to deduce that the dish can be kept hot for longer than 
1.5 minutes by executing several heating actions sequentially. Even if effects were protected from premature 
termination by the specification of appropriate goal intervals, no action schedule could be found which would 
achieve the goal of keeping the dish hot for a homogeneous interval of greater than 15 minutes duration. 
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restricted by constraining the upper bound of the distance between its delimiting points 
to be some finite value. If the heating actions in Fig. 17 were expressed in this alternative 
representation then the property Idish-hot would not have to be asserted at t3 and t6 
and the truth criterion of the representation (defined in the next section) would be able 
to correctly infer that the dish was hot over the whole of interval Y. 
4.2. Truth criterion 
This section defines the conditions under which a property will be true over a specified 
interval in the plan representation used by Strategy C. The default reasoning mechanism 
used in strategies A and B no longer applies in this approach. This is because all 
properties in a plan description formulated under Strategy C are directly indexed to 
intervals which have explicitly specified lower and upper bounds on their durations. 
The persistence assumption employed in Strategy B results in all properties persisting 
for an infinite default duration. A property indexed to a point t defined under this 
strategy will only be assumed to persist for a finite duration when it can be shown 
that the converse of this property is known to hold at a point positioned some finite 
distance after f. There is no such persistence assumption in Strategy C. If the effects 
of an action can continue indefinitely into the future, this information must be specified 
explicitly by defining an upper bound of infinity on the duration of appropriate property 
intervals. The time period over which an action can affect the application domain may 
be controlled by specifying jinite upper bounds on the durations of the action’s effect 
intervals. 
The fact that the representation used by Strategy C even makes it possible for the truth 
value of a property to be inconsistent over a nonzero interval illustrates a significant 
difference between this representation and the representation of Strategy B. It is neces- 
sary for the consistency of property truth values in a plan description generated under 
Strategy C to be maintained by an explicit clipping subroutine which posts constraints 
on the relative positions of the delimiting points of contradictory property intervals to 
ensure that they cannot overlap. 25 
The truth value of a property p indexed to a query interval in the representation used 
by Strategy C can only be guaranteed if it is contained by a property interval (or a 
set of overlapping property intervals) over which p is known to hold in a consistent 
plan description. The generalised truth criterion of the representation used by Strategy B 
(described in Section 3.5) is similar in spirit, but has to be expressed differently since 
effects in this representation are indexed to points rather than intervals. 
A property p in the Strategy B representation will be true over a semi-open query 
interval delimited by [ tI, t2] only if p is indexed to some point t3 defining the start 
of a property interval over which p is assumed to persist which contains the query 
interval. Containment is possible only if ts is positioned at or before ti and p is not 
2s It is sometimes possible for conditions to arise where it is appropriate to allow certain pairs of contradictory 
property intervals in a Strategy C plan to remain unclipped. This issue is discussed later in the section where 
it is shown that a pair of overlapping contradictory property intervals need not destroy the logical integrity of 
a plan. 
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terminated until t2. The check for an appropriately placed establisher and an absence 
of terminators in the truth criterion of Strategy B is therefore equivalent to a check for 
consistent containment in the truth criterion of Strategy C. 
The fact that all properties in the representation used by Strategy C are indexed to 
intervals with explicit start and end points means that it is possible for an implicit 
property interval to exist which spans a set of overlapping sub-intervals, where none of 
the sub-intervals span the entire duration of the implicit interval. The truth criterion for 
this representation must therefore be able to deduce the limits of such implicit property 
intervals. The details of this truth criterion are given below: 
A property p is true over a semi-open interval delimited by the points [ tl , t2] if: 
( 1) There exists a property interval holds( u, [ tg, t4] ) 
(2) P = u 
(3) either (a) t3 < tl and t4 2 t2 
01 (b) tg < tl < t4 < t2 and it can be shown that p is true 
over the semi-open interval delimited by the points [ t4, t2] 
(4) For all property intervals hoZds( ‘q, [ 15, t6] ) 
either (a) t6 < t3 
01 (b) t4 < t5 
01 cc> 4 + u 
(5) There is no synergistic interference. 
All conditions must be deducible from the plan description and so must be necessarily 
true. Like the Strategy B truth criterion, this criterion is incomplete in the sense that 
it will not deduce the fact that a property p is true over a query interval in a plan 
description where p is established as a result of constructive synergistic interaction. This 
capability has been sacrificed in favour of computational efficiency. 
Clauses I: 1) and (2) of the criterion state that in order for p to be unconditionally true 
over the query interval there must exist some property interval in the plan description to 
which p is indexed. This property interval must either contain the query interval, or must 
overlap the start of the query interval. In the case where the property interval merely 
overlaps the start of the query interval, it is also necessary for p to be unconditionally 
true over the period delimited by the end of the property interval and the end of the 
query interval. 26 This information can be ascertained by a recursive call to the truth 
criterion, The above condition is defined in clause (3). 
Clause (3b) is defined in a way which ensures that progress is made in answering 
a query on each recursive call to the truth criterion. This guarantees that answering a 
query in a finite plan description requires only a finite amount of computation. The 
condition tl < t4 ensures that the point t4 delimiting the end of a chosen property 
interval must be positioned at least a distance of S after the point tl delimiting the start 
of the query interval. Each recursive call to the truth criterion therefore checks at least 
one time quantum of the query interval specified in the top-level call. 
26 A complementary truth criterion exists where the property interval may overlap the end of the query interval 
in cases where p is also unconditionally true over the period delimited by the start of the query interval and 
the start of the property interval. 
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Clause (4) is a condition that no contradictory property interval overlaps the in- 
terval (or intervals) used to satisfy a top-level query. Clause (5) is needed to detect 
if actions are able to synergistically interact in a way that would indirectly prevent 
the query condition from being satisfied. Such a condition is sometimes indicated by 
the presence of a pair of overlapping contradictory property intervals in the plan de- 
scription which are not detected by clause (4) (overlapping contradictory side-effects). 
However, it is not always appropriate to prevent the overlap of all contradictory prop- 
erty intervals in a Strategy C plan description. The reasons for this will now be dis- 
cussed. 
In order to constrain the amount of computation required to generate a plan, ac- 
tion effects in strategies B and C cannot be defined in a way that depends on ex- 
ecution context. Only the base effects of an action which would be brought about 
if it were to be executed in isolation are specified, and no attempt is made to ex- 
plicitly deduce context-dependent effects. Consider a pair of actions expressed in the 
Strategy C representation which have contradictory base effect intervals, and assume 
the actions are scheduled such that these intervals overlap. Clearly, in the real world 
the actions responsible for such a paradox in the plan description would synergisti- 
cally interact to produce a set of consistent context-dependent effects. The existence 
of overlapping contradictory property intervals in a plan description can therefore be 
taken to indicate that some form of synergistic interaction will take place in the real 
world. Clearly, a practical planner cannot afford to ignore this issue in case the re- 
sulting context-dependent effects prevent the achievement of a required goal. This is- 
sue is addressed in Section 5, which briefly discusses a way of preventing synergistic 
interference in a plan without having to reason explicitly about context-dependent ef- 
fects. 
It is important to note that not all synergistic interaction is necessarily detrimental 
to the achievement of goal conditions. Consider a pair of contradictory effects in- 
dexed to overlapping time intervals, where neither effect is used to achieve any goal 
or executability condition. In cases where such a paradox could be resolved simply 
by replacing the apparent inconsistency with a set of consistent and entirely harmless 
context-dependent effects, then the paradox could arguably be allowed to remain in the 
plan description. By definition, harmless synergistic interaction will not interfere with 
the satisfaction of any required goal condition and so the manifestation of such interac- 
tion in the plan description (the paradox) should not, by itself, be used to indicate that 
the plan is definitely flawed. Indeed, a Strategy C planner which attempted to unneces- 
sarily remove such a paradox by asserting constraints could overconstrain an evolving 
plan. 
Like the Strategy B truth criterion presented in Section 3.5 the truth criterion described 
here is defined in a way that maintains the logical integrity of a planner which permits 
harmless synergistic interaction to manifest itself through paradoxes in the plan descrip- 
tion. Clause (4) ensures that the truth criterion will never deduce that a property is 
both true and false over the same query interval. Given the assertions holds(p, [ tl , t2] ) 
and holds( lp, [ tl, t2] ) the truth criterion will not deduce that p holds over the interval 
[ tl, t2] and neither will it deduce that up holds over the interval. The truth value of p 
over this interval is simply interpreted as unknown. 
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A related paper discusses how synergistic interference may be efficiently prevented 
without explicitly reasoning about context-dependent effects [ 191. This paper replaces 
the high-level statement “there is no synergistic interference” in clause (5) of the truth 
criterion w:lth a detailed set of conditions which detect all synergistic interaction which 
interferes with the satisfaction of the query condition.27 
It should be noted that the Strategy C truth criterion makes no use of White Knights. 
This is because properties are explicitly indexed to intervals in this approach rather than 
being indexed to domain states or time points from which they are assumed to persist. 
In strategies A and B, the assumed persistence of a property from one state (or point) 
to another is conditional on whether the negation of that property is asserted between 
the two states (points). This may depend on the codesignation of a pair of domain 
variables in the plan description. A property which necessarily codesignates with a goal 
condition and which is asserted necessarily before the goal may therefore only possibly 
achieve the goal. In the case where a subsequent property assertion achieves the goal 
in all cases where the first assertion does not, the second assertion is called a White 
Knight. 
Now consider a property interval holds(u, [ t3, td]) and a goal condition 
goal(p, [ tl , tz] ) in any partially specified plan description in the format used by Strat- 
egy C where it is necessarily the case that p = u, t3 6 tl and t4 2 t2. The goal condition 
must be satisfied in all complete instantiations of this plan description by the assertion 
hoUs(u, [t:!, t4] ). Clause (3) of the Strategy C truth criterion requiring the query in- 
terval starting at tl to be entirely contained by an appropriate property interval (or a set 
of overlapping intervals) starting at tg makes it impossible for the query property to be 
conditionally negated and reasserted between t3 and tl. The concept of a White Knight 
is therefore inappropriate in this approach. 
Like all of the other truth criteria defined in this paper, if references to time points are 
interpreted as ground, the Strategy C criterion may fail to deduce that a required goal 
condition is, unconditionally true in the case where the property interval which actually 
achieves the goal depends on how domain variable are finally instantiated. As in the case 
of the other planning strategies, it is possible to derive a plan generation procedure from 
the Strategy C truth criterion which will work correctly with problem specifications in 
which domain variables may be only instantiated with values from finite sets of object 
names. Such a procedure has to commit itself to a particular property interval (or set 
of overlapping intervals) to achieve a goal. 
4.3. Plan generation procedure 
Each iteration of the goal-achievement loop embedded in the plan generation proce- 
dure described in this section either fully or partially achieves one of the outstanding 
goals of a given problem. A goal may be only partially achieved in the sense that the 
goal property may be only guaranteed to hold over some sub-interval of its total required 
27 Synergistic interference is not only indicated by overlapping contradictory property intervals. The overlap 
of some entirely consistent base effects may also indicate the presence of a context-dependent effect in the 
real world that could prevent the satisfaction of a required goal condition. This issue is also addressed in [ 191. 
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duration. In such cases, a new goal is added to the evolving plan description defining 
the sub-interval over which the goal property is still unguaranteed. 
The plan generation procedure may be notionally divided into three components. 
An establishment component chooses an existing property interval, or generates a new 
interval over which a required goal property is known to hold. Constraints on the 
delimiting points of this property interval are posted to ensure that it contains the goal 
interval in the case of full goal achievement, or merely overlaps the start of the goal 
interval in the case of partial goal achievement. The process of constraining a property 
interval to contain or overlap the start of a goal interval is called stretching. This often 
requires the lower bound on the distance between the delimiting points of the stretched 
property interval to be increased to maintain consistency of the temporal constraint 
set. 
A consistency maintenance component posts further constraints on the delimiting 
points of property intervals to prevent the overlap of goal-achieving property intervals 
with contradictory property intervals. This process is called clipping since a reduc- 
tion of the upper bound on the duration of property intervals is often required to 
maintain consistency of the temporal constraint set. The third component of the plan 
generation procedure prevents any further possibility of synergistic interference between 
actions scheduled for parallel execution. This component is discussed further in Sec- 
tion 5. 
The notions of stretching and clipping in the planning strategy described in this section 
are analogous to the notion of protection in the strategies described earlier in the paper. 
In Strategy C, once the lower bound on the duration of a property interval has been 
increased to some value d by stretching to ensure that it achieves some goal, it becomes 
impossible for the clipping process to reduce the interval’s duration below d without 
introducing inconsistency. Protection in Strategy B is performed by constraining all 
possible terminators of a protected property interval to occur either before the interval’s 
start point, or some specified distance after the start point, thereby ensuring the interval 
cannot be prematurely terminated. Protection and stretching are used respectively in 
strategies B and C to achieve goals monotonically. Although it is possible for goals 
to be achieved nonmonotonically using the plan representation of Strategy C, such an 
approach is considerably more complex than its monotonic counterpart and will not be 
discussed in detail. 28 
The monotonic version of Planning Strategy C defined in this section uses the fol- 
lowing eight data sets to represent both a problem specification and a description of the 
plan constructed by the system to solve the problem. The protected ata set performs a 
subtly different role in Strategy C when compared with earlier strategies. In Strategy B, 
elements in protected efine intervals over which the persistence of goal-achieving prop- 
2x A goal may be achieved nonmonotonically by constraining the start point of the goat interval to be at or 
after the start point of the property interval chosen to achieve the goal, and checking that it is consistent 
for the end point of the property interval to be positioned at or after the end point of the goal interval 
(without actually asserting this constraint). A truth maintenance system is used to continuously monitor 
whether containment of the goal interval by the property interval remains consistent with the achievement of 
other goals. If achievement of the goal by the chosen property interval is later found to be inconsistent with 
other requirements, the goal is replaced on the queue of unachieved goats for later attention. 
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erties must be protected. In Strategy C, properties are indexed directly to intervals which 
can be stretched to ensure properties are maintained for required periods of time. The 
protected dlata set in Strategy C is simply used to hold a copy of all property intervals 
in the plan description which are used to achieve goal conditions. The plan generation 
procedure ensures these intervals cannot overlap with any contradictory property inter- 
vals, thereby “protecting” them from being part of a paradox.29 This is the means by 
which the procedure implements clause (4) of the truth criterion. 
pending: A set of goals which have not yet been achieved. All elements in pending 
are of the form goal(p, [ tl, t2] ) where tl and 12 are time points which delimit 
the start and end respectively of a semi-open interval over which the goal property 
p is required to hold. The duration of this interval is bounded by constraints in 
numerics. 
properties: A set of properties known to hold over specific intervals. All elements in 
properties are of the form hofds(p, [ tl, t2] ) where tr and t2 are time points which 
delimit the start and end respectively of a semi-open interval over which a property 
p is speci$ed to hold. The duration of this interval is bounded by constraints in 
numerics. 
numerics: A set of metric constraints on the distance between pairs of time points. 
All elements in numerics are of the form tl [I, u] t2 where tt and t2 are time points, 
and 1 and u are the lower and upper bounds respectively on the distance between 
them. The ordering constraint tt < t2 may be specified in this representation by the 
clause tl [ 6, cm] t:! while the constraint tt < t2 may be represented by tl [0, co] t2. 
object,s: A declaration of the names of all relevant objects in the application domain. 
This data set is static and is used only to determine the possible values of partially 
constrained domain variables. 
bindings: A set of unary and binary codesignation constraints. All elements in 
bindings are of the form et 0 e2 where el is a domain variable and e2 is either a 
domain variable or a set of one or more object names. In the case where e2 is a 
domain variable, the symbol 0 must be a relation in the set {=, # }. In the case 
where e2 is a set of object names, then 0 must be a relation in the set {E, $}. 
specifications: A set of action specifications. Instances of actions specified in this 
set may be added to a plan to achieve a goal. Each specification is made up of 
an action duration interval, a set of executability condition intervals, a set of effect 
intervals, a set of metric constraints on time points in the specification, a set of 
codesignation constraints and a generic name. 
actions: A set of action intervals of the form action(a, [ tl, t2] ) where tl and t2 
delimit the start and end points respectively of the semi-open interval over which 
the action instance named a executes. The distance between tl and t2 is bounded 
by constraints in numerics. 
protected: The set of property intervals in the plan description which are used 
to achieve goals. All elements in protected are of the form holds(p, [tl, tzl) as 
previously defined for the properties data set. 
29 Recall that in the context of this paper, a paradox is defined as a pair of overlapping contradictory property 
intervals. 
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pending := set of goals to achieve and maintain over specified intervals 
properties := description of known domain history beginning at 10 caused by external events 
numerics := set of numeric constraints on time points in initial problem specification 
objects := set of domain object declarations 
bindings := codesignation constraints on variables in initial problem specification 
specifications := set of action specifications 
actions :=[] 
protected := [] 
while pending is not empty do: 
select from pending some goal(P,[Tl ,T2]) 
f 
subroutine 1 
choose or create an interval delimited by 
the points [T3,T4] over which a property U 
is specified to hold 
prevent potential paradoxes caused by 
adding a new action to the plan in cases 
where these paradoxes are associated with 
previously protected property intervals 
resolve any further synergistic interference 




either make [T3,T4] contain [Tl ,T2] 
or make [T3,T4] overlap the start of 
[Tl ,T2] and add goal(p,[T4,T2]) 
to pending 
constrain U such that lJ = P 
prevent all additional potential paradoxes 
associated with the newly chosen goal- 
achieving property interval if this has not 
already been done 
I 
end while 
Fig. 18. Overview of plan generation procedure (Strategy C). 
An outline of a plan generation procedure using the above data sets is illustrated in 
Fig. 18. The figure defines the initial state of these data sets followed by a high-level 
description of the procedure’s goal-achievement loop. The initial contents of properties, 
along with associated constraints on time points specified in numerics, define a domain 
history beginning at the reference point 20. The domain history shows how external 
events outside the control of the planner are expected to change the problem domain 
over time. Goal intervals are specified in pending, with associated constraints on the 
time points delimiting these intervals also specified in numerics. 
Subroutine 1 of the above procedure chooses or generates a candidate property interval 
which is used in an attempt to achieve the goal currently under consideration. If a new 
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action instance is added to the evolving plan description to achieve the goal, the new 
property intervals are prevented from overlapping with contradictory property intervals 
that have been used to achieve goals in previous cycles of the goal-achievement loop. 
This is achlleved by asserting appropriate non-codesignation and clipping constraints. 
Potential synergistic interference introduced by the new action instance is also re- 
solved in Subroutine 1. This will include the assertion of further constraints to prevent 
the formati,on of any paradox in the plan description which indicates the presence of 
synergistic (context-dependent) effects in the real world which would interfere with 
achievement of goals. While some planning problems may require the synergistic in- 
terference prevention routine to prevent all paradoxes in a plan description, the plan 
generation procedure described here does not constrain this to be the case in all circum- 
stances. Recall from Section 4.2 that a paradox may be legitimately allowed in a plan 
description if the real world context-dependent effects which it indicates do not threaten 
goal achiev,ement. Under these conditions, the paradox will not undermine the viability 
of the plan. Neither will it undermine the logical integrity of the approach, as previously 
discussed. 
Subroutine 2 of the plan generation procedure attempts to stretch the candidate prop- 
erty interval over the goal interval (or over the start of the goal interval) to achieve (or 
partially achieve) the goal. If the candidate property interval has been used to achieve a 
goal in an earlier iteration of the goal-achievement loop, it will already be included in 
the protected data set and can be guaranteed not to be part of a paradox. If this is not 
the case, Subroutine 2 asserts appropriate constraints to ensure the candidate interval 
cannot overlap any contradictory interval. 3o 
Detailed descriptions of subroutines 1 and 2, which define the body of the goal- 
achievement loop, are given in Figs. 19 and 20 respectively. Each consistent set of 
choices in the goal-achievement loop defines a permissible plan state transformation. As 
in previous strategies, plan states containing inconsistent constraints are treated as dead 
end points in the search graph. 
4.4. Search space 
This section discusses the characteristics of the space of plan states searched by the 
Strategy C plan generation procedure and compares the relative efficiency of planners 
based on strategies B and C. Recall that each set of choices made in a single iteration 
of the goal-achievement loop of a plan generation procedure defines a permissible path 
from one plan state in the search graph to another. 
The first point to note is that a plan which can be adequately described in the 
representations used by both Strategy B and Strategy C is likely to be generated more 
efficiently under Strategy B. This is because there are likely to be fewer time points in a 
plan description generated under Strategy B than in an equivalent description generated 
under Strategy C (a comparison of Figs. 11 and 16 shows this to be the case). 
““Subroutine :? need only prevent the candidate property interval from overlapping contradictory property 
intervals in the plan description that are not part of the protected data set. This is because the candidate 
interval is automatically prevented from overlapping any protected interval in Subroutine 1. 
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begin subroutine 1 
choose some existing 
holds(U,[ T3,T4]) already 
in properties such that 
length(U) = length(P) 
choose some action specification in specifications from 
which a new action instance a can be generated and 
choose some effect holds(U,[T3,T4]) such that 
length(U) = length(P). The symbol a, along with the set of 
symbols representing the time points and domain variables 
in a must be new to the plan description. 
add all executability conditions of a to pending 
add all effects of a to properties 
add the action interval of a to actions 
add all codesignation constraints in a to bindings 
add the set of temporal constraints on the time 
points in a to numerics along with constraints to 
ensure that all of these points occur at or after 10 
for all holds(+[ TS,TS]) in the effects of a 
for all holds(Fl,[TT,TB)) in protected 
such that length(R) = length(Q) 
choose an element El from Q 
and a corresponding element 
E2 from R 
end for all 
end for all 
I 
resolve any synergistic interference 
caused by the introduction of a 
end subroutine 1 
Fig. 19. Subroutine 1 of goal-achievement loop (Strategy C). 
It has been shown that the consistency of a set of conjunctive metric constraints on 
time points can be decided by an algorithm which runs (in the worst case) in time 
0(n3) where n is the number of time points (temporal variables) [7 3. More work 
is therefore likely to be necessary to decide if the temporal constraint set of a plan 
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begin subroutine 2 
I 
add T3 < Tl to numerics 
add T4 2 T2 to numerics 
1 
add T3 5 Tl to numerics 
add Tl < T4 to numerics 
add T4 < T2 to numerics 
add goal(P,[T4,T2]) to pending 
I 
1 
for all corresponding elements E3 and E4 in P and U 
( add E3 = E4 to bindings ) 
317 
I 
end for all 
I 
if holds(U,[T3,T4]) is nota member of protected then 
for all holds(+[T9,TlO]) in properties that is not also in protected 
such that length(S) = length(U) 
end for all 
I 




remove goal(P,[Tl ,T2]) from pending 
I 
end subroutine 2 
Fig. 20. Subroutine 2 of goal-achievement loop (Strategy C). 
state generated under Strategy C is consistent. This result does not necessarily imply 
that Strategy B is better than Strategy C however, since Section 4.1 has shown that 
Strategy B cannot find solutions to certain classes of problem which are solvable by a 
planner based on Strategy C. 
While the number of time points in a Strategy C plan is likely to exceed the number 
in a plan generated under Strategy B, the number of ordering constraints on time points 
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asserted by the goal-achievement loops of both strategies to prevent the simultaneous 
assertion of contradictory properties will be about the same. 3’ This is shown graphically 
by the plan generation procedure definitions presented in Sections 3.5 and 4.3. 
The final observation to be made in this section is that the number of choices open to 
the Strategy C plan generation procedure when achieving a goal will often be larger than 
the number of choices open to the Strategy B procedure. This is because it is possible 
for the Strategy C goal-achievement loop to use several overlapping property intervals 
to achieve a single goal. The larger number of choices open to the Strategy C procedure 
reflects the increased flexibility of the strategy and the larger search space which must 
be explored to find a solution to a given problem. 
5. Preventing synergistic interference 
This section briefly discusses how a planner might prevent synergistic interference 
in a parallel plan, and considers the details behind the high-level statement “there is 
no synergistic interference” in the Strategy B and Strategy C truth criteria presented 
earlier. The prevention of synergistic interference is addressed in detail in related papers 
[ 19,201. 
One approach to generating plans which are free of synergistic interference is to 
post constraints which directly restrict the way in which actions may be scheduled for 
concurrent execution. A simple way of encoding constraints on sets of actions which 
has been found to be flexible and intuitive is to associate each action instance in a plan 
description with a set of resource allocation conditions. Undesirable synergistic effects 
brought about by the simultaneous execution of a pair of actions may be prevented 
by defining resource allocation conditions requiring both actions to have exclusive use 
of the same resource instance over some specified part of their execution durations. It 
is necessary to post temporal constraints on the relative execution times of the action 
pair to ensure that these conditions are satisfied, which will also prevent the unwanted 
synergistic interaction. Undesirable synergistic effects brought about by executing an 
action at the same time as a scheduled external event may be similarly prevented. In the 
limit, resource allocation conditions could be specified which prevent any parallelism 
in a plan. This limiting case shows that the approach will always be able to prevent 
synergistic interference, although constraining a plan in such an extreme way is usually 
unnecessary. 
A plan description generated by a system using the above method of synergistic 
interference prevention includes an additional set of intervals called resource intervals 
which are specified in terms of their delimiting points. Such intervals are used to 
represent resource allocation conditions of the form resource( u( r) , [ tl, tz] ) where r is 
an instance of a resource which must be both usable and exclusively allocated over the 
” In the case where a single property assertion is used to achieve many goal conditions, fewer constraints 
may be asserted by the Strategy C plan generation procedure when preventing paradoxes. This is because a 
single property interval instance can be made to contain many goal intervals. In Strategy B, a new instance 
of a protection interval is required for each achieved goal because properties cannot be directly indexed to 
intervals. 
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interval delimited by the time points tl and t2. Since the extent of a resource interval 
is specified in terms of its delimiting points it is possible to specify a lower and upper 
bound on the duration of the interval. Like all other interval types, resource intervals 
are semi-open. 
The predicate u(r) is true whenever the resource instance r is usable. This predicate 
is used to define the characteristic of an object which makes it a resource. The symbol 
u may be substituted for a name which best describes the usability of the resource type 
of which r is a member. For example, in a block stacking application a block b may be 
considered as a resource which is only usable if its top surface is clear. The usability 
predicate of such a resource instance would be clear(b) . 
The usability and exclusive allocation components of a resource allocation condition 
are independently satisfiable. The usability part of a resource allocation condition is 
satisfied in exactly the same way as a goal condition. For example, a block b is made 
usable over a resource interval delimited by the points tl and f2 in exactly the same way 
as the condition go&( clear( b) , [ tl , tz] ) is satisfied. The usability of a resource instance 
is not affected by whether it has been allocated (booked out) for a specific purpose. 
The excluslive allocation part of a resource allocation condition is used to ensure that a 
single resource instance cannot be booked out for several purposes simultaneously. The 
exclusive allocation component is satisfied by ensuring that a resource instance booked 
out over the resource interval [ tl, t2] cannot also be booked out to any overlapping 
resource interval. This is achieved by posting appropriate constraints. 
Resource allocation conditions may be defined in the initial (root) plan state of a 
problem specification. This is useful where it is known that some agent external to 
the plan description requires a specific type of resource instance over a known time 
interval. The resource instance chosen to satisfy this condition cannot then be booked 
out to any action in the plan over that interval. Resource allocation conditions may also 
be included within action specifications. Such conditions must be satisfied before their 
associated actions are deemed executable. Each created instance of an action derived 
from an action specification containing a set of resource allocation conditions has a 
corresponding set of intervals over which resource instances must be both usable and 
exclusively allocated. 
The prevention of synergistic interference by satisfying appropriately specified re- 
source allocation conditions does not require a planner to reason explicitly about syn- 
ergistic effects. However, such an approach is not without its drawbacks. It may not 
always be possible to specify a set of resource allocation conditions which is guaranteed 
to prevent all synergistic interference without overconstraining the evolving plan. Never- 
theless, it appears that the computational advantages inherent in this approach outweigh 
this disadvantage in many application domains. 32 
If an appropriate set of resource allocation conditions has been specified which ensures 
that some form of resource conflict will occur whenever actions are scheduled in a way 
?* The parcPLAN system [9,17,18] has successfully used this approach to solve real-world problems in 
airline and telecommunications domains. parcPLAN is based on Strategy C. Related work has focused on 
augmenting a Strategy B planner with a resource reasoning capability and domain-specific search techniques 
in order to solve logistics planning problems. 
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that could give rise to synergistic interference, clause (5) of the Strategy B and C truth 
criteria may be replace by the following condition: 
(5) All resource allocation conditions are satisfied 
The conditions under which all resource allocation conditions in a partially specified 
plan description are necessarily satisfied can be defined by a resource allocation criterion 
from which a resource allocation procedure can be derived. Resource allocation criteria 
for strategies B and C are presented in a related paper [ 191. 
Integrating resource reasoning and action scheduling in an efficient manner presents 
a significant challenge. Scheduling actions with respect to available resources involves 
both reasoning about the degree to which actions can overlap, and the duration of 
actions (which may vary according to the resources available). El-Kholy and Richards 
[ 91 build on the foundations presented here by defining an efficient framework in which 
temporal and resource reasoning is linked through Boolean meta-variables. Constraints 
are asserted to ensure the total resource demand at any point in the plan can never 
exceed supply. Initial empirical results appear extremely promising [ 91. 
6. Summary 
This paper was motivated by the need to provide a clear foundation from which a 
systematic study of representation and search issues in planning can be conducted. Such 
a foundation will enable a meaningful comparison of the capabilities and limitations of 
different planning techniques to be undertaken, and will allow fundamental questions to 
be postulated in the context of a clearly understood framework. 
A series of constraint-posting planning strategies are formulated and compared. The 
strategies lie on an evolutionary path which shows how the classical (state-based) 
strategy can be incrementally refined into strategies capable of generating parallel plans. 
It is shown how later strategies on this evolutionary path inherit selected characteristics 
from their predecessors while having a progressively deeper involvement with interval- 
based plan representations. The impact of this increasing involvement with intervals is 
explored by considering how the performance and flexibility of a planner will be affected 
as intervals are progressively applied to protecting achievement of goals (Strategy A), 
specifying the durations of goals and actions (Strategy B) and specifying the durations 
of effects (Strategy C). 33 
Each planning strategy is defined in terms of a plan representation, truth criterion 
and an example plan generation procedure. The uniform formulation of these strategies 
provides an integrated view of a wide range of planning systems derived from different 
theoretical foundations, and allows the representational capability of each approach, and 
the characteristics of the search space explored by each approach to be directly compared. 
The increasing amount of computation required to generate plans in strategies A, B and C 
j3 It is interesting to note that the Strategy AB representation allows the duration of actions and goals to 
be expressed without increasing the number of temporal variables in a plan description above the number 
required in an equivalent Strategy A plan. 
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reflects the increasing expressiveness of the plan representation languages used by these 
approaches. 
It is clear that each of the three planning strategies is best suited to a different class 
of problem. For example, the most efficient way of solving the “Towers of Hanoi” 
problem in the case where only one piece of the puzzle can be moved at once is to 
use a planning algorithm based on Strategy A. Such an approach uses the minimum 
number of temporal variables necessary to solve the problem. However, in the case 
where several pieces of the puzzle can be moved at once, Strategy B or C is more 
appropriate. It should be noted that the planning strategies defined in this paper can 
be used to solve problems of significant complexity within practical time limits. This 
has been illustrated by El-Kholy and Richards who have implemented a Strategy C 
planner in a constraint programming environment. In order to assess the viability of 
the approach, a set of randomly generated blocks-world problems were solved by the 
system, where the number of available table positions was always constrained to be 
half the number of blocks in the problem specification. The average processing time 
to compute solutions to 45 block problems on a Spare 20 workstation was less than 9 
seconds. Further details are presented in 191. 
The unif,orm formulation of strategies A, B and C reveals a number of architectural 
anomalies in some of the planners reported in the literature. For example, Deviser [29] 
uses a representation in which the executability conditions of a base-level (atomic) 
action mus’t all extend over the action’s entire execution interval, while the effects of 
the action must all occur at the end of this interval. By reformulating and simplifying 
the basic architecture of Deviser, these restrictions have been relaxed without changing 
the underlying planning strategy. 
The use of uniform terminology and structure in the definition of strategies A, B 
and C has also helped to distil and unify much of the wisdom embedded in many of the 
planning systems described in the literature. In addition, an analysis of the differences 
between the three strategies has clarified how the state-based nonlinear planning approach 
pioneered in NOAH [26] and Nonlin [28] must be modified to enable the approach to 
generate plans in which actions can be scheduled for overlapping execution. Firstly, the 
action model must be changed to include the notion of execution duration. Executability 
conditions (indexed to time intervals) may then be appropriately spread out over the 
duration of the action, and effects (indexed to time points or intervals) may also 
be appropriately spread out. Secondly, a mechanism must be added which prevents 
overlapping actions from synergistically interfering with each other. 34 This analysis 
clarifies potentially confusing comments in the literature where both NOAH and Nonlin 
are referred to as “parallel planners” [ 291. 
It should be noted that all three planning strategies described in this paper can be 
extended to solve problems by hierarchical decomposition. This technique was originally 
s4 NOAH’s critics and Nonlin’s QA mechanism are both able to prevent the specified effects of an action from 
prematurely truncating chains of states over which goal-achieving properties are required to persist. However, 
neither approach addresses the problem of interference resulting from synergistic (context-dependent) effects 
which can only occur as a result of the simultaneous execution of several actions. Section 5 has shown how 
synergistic interference can he prevented by requiring appropriately specified resource allocation conditions to 
be satisfied. 
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introduced by Sacerdoti [25] and later formalised by Knoblock, Tenenberg and Yang 
[ 14,151 as a means of controlling the amount of search required to generate complex 
plans. This is achieved by initially finding a general solution to a problem which 
addresses the main issues. Low-level execution details are only considered once higher- 
level issues have been successfully addressed. Such an approach does not waste effort 
considering the low-level details of a plan which has a flawed high-level strategy. The 
advantages of this approach over the base-level capabilities of Strategy A as presented 
in this paper are summarised by Kambhampati f 121. It is clear that this approach, 
which includes the ability to make use of libraries of predefined plan fragments, can 
also benefit strategies B and C. 35 
The succession of planning strategy definitions presented in this paper reveals how 
search management techniques used by certain state-based planning systems can be 
ported to more flexible strategies and vice versa. For example, Yang [33] uses a metu 
constraint-posting approach to control search in an extended version of Chapman’s 
TWEAK planner [ 21. In this approach, constraints are posted on a set of variables 
which must themselves be eventually instantiated with particular constraints. Instead 
of resolving a conflict by choosing and asserting a (ground) constraint from a set 
of disjuncts, a single (partially specified) constraint is created that is represented by 
a constraint variable. This variable must eventually be instantiated with one of the 
(ground) constraints which resolve the conflict. Yang’s empirical results show that the 
meta constraint-posting approach can significantly increase the performance of a planner 
based on Strategy A. It is clear that this approach will also yield good results in planners 
based on strategies B and C. 
The identification of strategies A, B and C has also crystallised a number of ques- 
tions. In a planning strategy employing the persistence assumption, it is not yet clear 
whether a monotonic or a nonmonotonic approach to goal achievement is the most effi- 
cient. Kambhampati [ 1 I] has shown that there is a spectrum of approaches which trade 
off the level of commitment to how each goal is to be achieved against search space 
redundancy. It may turn out that the most efficient point in this spectrum is application 
dependent. If so, further investigation may lead to the discovery of a problem classifi- 
cation method which can identify the optimal level of goal-achievement commitment to 
solve a particular problem. 
The question of whether a pure least-commitment philosophy in a constraint-posting 
planner is always the best approach has also been raised in the context of whether a 
plan generation procedure should be capable of achieving a goal with the aid of a White 
Knight. Further research is certainly warranted in this area to determine an appropriate 
balance between the constraint propagation effort required to keep alternative valid 
options open and the effort expended in backtracking. 
The final issue raised by this paper is the level at which a planning system should 
reason about the synergistic interaction of parallel actions. In order to maintain the effi- 
ciency gains brought about by reasoning only with context-independent effects, the truth 
3s Many of the constraint-posting planners reported in the literature can solve problems by hierarchical 
decomposition. These include ABSTRIPS 125 I, NOAH 126 1, Nonlin [ 27,281, Deviser [ 291, SIPE [ 30-321 
and O-Plan ISI. 
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criteria of planning strategies B and C are incomplete in the sense that the satisfaction 
of a query condition by constructive synergistic interaction cannot be deduced. It has 
been shown that where necessary, this limitation can be overcome by treating the syn- 
ergistic effects of a set of overlapping actions as the context-independent (base) effects 
of a suitably specified compound action. A planner which reasons with only context- 
independent effects must be able to prevent destructive synergistic interference without 
having to explicitly deduce synergistic effects. This can be achieved by reasoning about 
the resource requirements of actions. It is clear that an efficient synergistic interference 
prevention mechanism is crucial to the success of strategies B and C. Such a mechanism 
is discussed in detail in a related paper [ 191. 
The framework presented in this paper is useful when determining the most appro- 
priate planning strategy to solve a particular type of problem, and provides an insight 
into how the choice of a particular strategy affects the search space. The framework 
has already been used as a context within which Choi and Richards [3] have proposed 
strategies to reduce the overhead of temporal constraint propagation in a parallel plan- 
ner. The work has also been used as a base-line from which El-Kholy and Richards 
[ 91 have proposed an efficient approach to integrating temporal and resource reasoning. 
Apart from the fact that constraint-based reasoning is used by all of the strategies identi- 
fied in the Ipaper, there is no commitment to a specific approach to search. This enables 
the fundamental capabilities and limitations of different planning systems reported in 
the literature to be identified and compared without these details being obscured by the 
complexities of different implementation-specific algorithms. This is not to say that the 
details of an underlying search algorithm are unimportant. It is simply a recognition 
that in order to efficiently solve complex real-world problems, the search algorithm em- 
ployed by a system will usually be specific to a particular problem domain. By choosing 
a planning strategy (selected from the framework presented here) and a set of search 
techniques that are most appropriate for a given problem type, several large scale “in- 
dustrial strength” problems have recently been successfully addressed in the areas of 
logistics and telecommunications. 
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